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WHEN IT COMES TO INNOVATIVE FLOORING SYSTEMS, BOLIDT PROVIDES ALL
EXPERTISE UNDER ONE ROOF. FROM START TO FINISH, BOLIDT IS INVOLVED IN
THE FLOORING PROCESS. IN CO-OPERATION WITH OUR CLIENTS WE DEVELOP,
TEST, PRODUCE AND OPTIMIZE OUR FLOORING SYSTEMS. BOLIDTS OWN TEAM OF
EXPERTS CARRIES OUT THE APPLICATION OF EVERY FLOOR. WORLDWIDE, THUS
GUARANTEEING A PERFECT END RESULT.
ABOUT TWO MILLION SQUARE METRES ARE COVERED WITH RESIN BASED MATERIALS
IN VARIOUS FIELDS OF APPLICATION EACH YEAR. FROM LOW-MAINTENANCE
INDUSTRIAL FLOORING TO COLOURFUL AND DURABLE DECKING ON CRUISE SHIPS,
AND FROM LIQUID-TIGHT FLOORING IN PUBLIC BUILDINGS TO SURFACE COURSES ON
ROADS AND BRIDGES. THE APPLICATIONS OF THE BOLIDT SYSTEMS ARE LIMITLESS.
HENCE OUR MOTTO: NO LIMITS!
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Dear Reader,
Just to get straight to the point: it is fantastic to work for food companies. The people in this
industry are very often passionate trade specialists. They have an enormous amount of knowledge
about their product – whether it is dairy, fish, bread, pastry or poultry – and are fully engaged in
their profession. Moreover, food companies often have a no-nonsense culture. Specialists know what
they are talking about and are not susceptible to overly nice (sales) talk. Additionally, it is inspiring
that food companies are continuously improving quality. Of the products of course, but also of the
surrounding process. Innovations can really make a difference in this high-tech industry.
For precisely this reason, Bolidt became active in the food industry 55 years ago. With our mission
– replacing traditional materials with eco-friendly alternatives – we fit well into this industry. Food
companies rightly have very high demands when it comes to hygiene and safety and the realization
that a floor finish plays a major role in this has grown considerably in recent decades. We have come
up with many new applications of thermosetting synthetics – often in collaboration with clients.
Seamless, pore-tight floors that exclude bacterial formation, can withstand chemical and mechanical
stress, offer sufficient skid resistance and yet are easy to clean. We are currently working on floors
that can store data and energy; these too offer many as yet unknown possibilities to the food
industry.
In addition to always being involved with innovations – we are just as passionate about this as the
people in the food industry – there is something unique about Bolidt: the principle of everything
under one roof. From R&D to laying floors, we keep everything in our own hands. That has many
advantages. Because we produce the floor systems ourselves and our own people do the laying of
them – really a job in its own right – we are able to guarantee consistent quality worldwide.
The fact that the entire business chain has been implemented under one roof makes our company
very broad. But when it comes to sales, we are once again highly specialized. Our food specialists
are only involved in one specific segment within the food industry. We now work for Dutch and
international companies in the poultry industry, seafood industry, bakery industry, dairy industry
and recently also in the fruit and vegetable industry. Every specialist knows exactly what is going on
within his segment and what demands are placed on a floor.
Innovation never stands still, and we are constantly coming up with new applications to let our
customers excel. We do this in the full conviction that our hygienic floors are crucial for continued
business operations in the food industry; the production process must never come to a standstill.
Our floor systems are therefore ‘fit for purpose’ and will remain that way for many years. That is
good news for the passionate trade specialists in the food industry; they can concentrate on their
trade without the floor needing attention.
This magazine gives a nice overview of our activities for the different segments in the food industry.
It is an industry that we enjoy working for every day and one which we hope to continue
collaborating with for many years to come.
Ruud van der Sloot

Maurice Steijn

Commercial Director Bolidt

Director Export Division Bolidt
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CLOSE
TO THE
CUSTOMER
Bolidt: innovative in the food industry
for more than half a century
REPLACING TRADITIONAL MATERIALS
TO CONTRIBUTE TO A BETTER LIVING
ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY.
BOLIDT'S MISSION HAS DELIVERED MANY
NEW APPLICATIONS OF THERMOSETTING
SYNTHETICS. THIS INCLUDES HYGIENIC, SAFE
AND SUSTAINABLE FLOOR SYSTEMS FOR THE
FOOD INDUSTRY. THE DRIVE TO INNOVATE

even speciality products will soon be made, such

REMAINS. “WHAT IF A FLOOR DETECTS

as real French baguettes. “The Koreans are crazy

AND REPORTS WHERE THERE ARE RISKS OF

about it,” said Rientz Willem Bol, CEO of Bolidt,

BACTERIAL FORMATION?”

who supplies floors to the Korean bakery. “The
company gets the recipe and the dough specially

A South Korean bakery company has had a new

from France to get the exact taste of French

factory built, including an experience center. In

baguettes. Magnificent. Such a bakery sees a gap

the extraordinary building of seven floors – of

in the market and jumps in fully in order to stand

which no fewer than six are underground –

out from the crowd.”

Ruud van der Sloot (left),
Maurice Steijn (center)
and Rientz Bol (right).

Innovation in many areas
Bolidt is constantly innovating on five themes: hygiene, safety, sustainability, design, data & energy. This has yielded
floor systems with different properties: easy to clean, non-slip, durable, resistant to chemical and mechanical stress,
able to store data and energy and available in 15,000 colours and with endless design options. Incidentally, innovation
is not only about the product, but at Bolidt also about “process, people and experience”. For example, Bolidt is working
on automation to enable employees to work more efficiently when laying a floor. Innovations are shared in the Bolidt
Academy and an app based on artificial intelligence helps employees to increase their knowledge. Because the floor
plays an increasingly important role in the experience of a space, Bolidt also innovates in this area. For example, there is
a stress-reducing floor for hospitals and a museum floor that shows visitors the way.

,,You have to be close to

		
the customer to
understand what his ,,
dormant needs are

Bol recognizes the enthusiasm of the Koreans.

conduct their own experiments”, including

Constantly inventing something new, leading

at home and during the weekend. Bol:

the way in the market. In his opinion, these are

“Sometimes very good ideas come from that.

the reasons Bolidt exists. Ever since its founding,

One of our lab technicians had purchased

the family business has set itself the goal of

an oscilloscope and measured the electrical

continual innovation. Easy projects that any

resistance of our materials at home. He

other provider can handle? Not interesting.

wanted to investigate how pressure can be

Markets where extremely strict requirements are

converted into a signal. After a weekend of

set in the areas of, for example, hygiene, safety

playing around, he was not quite done, but his

or sustainability? Bol and his employees sit up

enthusiasm was so contagious that colleagues

straight for this. Wherever in the world the client

also got involved. His experiment has been the

is located. “Innovation is in our DNA,” says the

start of our floor that not only stores energy,

CEO. “When we started, our coatings and floors

but also detects movement and converts it

were revolutionary. These products are now

into data. That discovery offers an enormous

used worldwide. We also devised a robust floor

amount of possibilities. Consider electric cars

with a higher compressive strength and lower

that are charged via the top layer of our floor.

wear, here too we stood out from the rest. We

Machines that switch off when someone enters

almost never patent. Instead, we force ourselves

a dangerous zone. Or a floor in a healthcare

to stay one step ahead of the competition. If

facility that detects when a patient has fallen.”

there is nothing more to innovate, then there is
no place for us in the market.”

Dormant needs
In addition to employees, customers also play

Innovation is so ingrained at Bolidt that,

an important role in Bolidt's innovations. The

according to Bol, employees “feel free to

company prefers to innovate together with

More than 50 years undertaking our
mission
For more than 50 years, Bolidt has had the
same mission: replacing traditional materials
to contribute to a better living environment
and sustainability. The basis for this was laid
in the middle of the last century when the
founders of Bolidt discovered a new means to
protect concrete and steel against rust, cracks
and wear: synthetic resin that can be used
as a liquid material, but which, after a while,
becomes rock hard. Bolidt's thermosetting
synthetics now not only offer protection, but
are also sustainable, durable, water-resistant,
hygienic, safe and aesthetically pleasing. With
these properties, Bolidt’s material is suitable for
a wide range of applications: from wear layers
on bridges and floor finishes in parking garages
to the decks of cruise ships and hygienic floors
in food companies.

,, Industries learn from each other
and take on
,,
		
each other's ideas
clients. That is why Bolidt has developed the

what is possible with Bolidt material, you see

Bolidt Innovation Center recently. Clients can

enthusiasm awaken. Not only with him, but

test materials here, have samples made and,

often with his entire company. We recently had

above all, brainstorm with Bolidt employees

30 people visit for one project. They were all

about new properties. Bol is convinced of the

curious about what a new floor could mean for

importance of co-makership and the role of

their working area.”

the Bolidt Innovation Center in this. “You have
to be close to the customer to understand

An additional advantage of the Bolidt Innovation

what his dormant needs are. Sometimes a

Center is that customers see which markets

customer comes to us with a problem and he

Bolidt specializes in. This creates cross-

cannot articulate which floor he needs. We

pollination; industries learn from each other

keep asking questions with the knowledge of

and take on each other's ideas, says Maurice

his business process and our materials in mind,

Steijn, Director Export Division of Bolidt. “A

until it becomes clear what properties his floor

dairy company recently visited us. A level with a

must have. When such a customer discovers

steel floor is being built in one of their factories.
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,,We work in high-tech sectors
		
where innovations
can
,,
make the difference

The company asked if we have experience with

ago. The industry was already concerned about

such a subfloor. We were able to show that we

hygiene at the time, says Ruud van der Sloot,

provide many steel vessels with new synthetic

Commercial Director at Bolidt. “Concrete was

decks every year. We also learned a lot about

unsuitable for the food industry; it was porous

issues such as adhesion, noise, vibration and

and therefore unsanitary. In its place came tiled

fire safety. Knowledge that we use directly at

floors, but they also presented problems. If a

such a dairy company. The floor also had to

forklift truck regularly drove over the floor, tiles

be easy to clean, but also sufficiently safe for

became loose, which could result in bacterial

employees. For this too we use the knowledge

formation underneath. The same applied to

we have gained in the maritime industry. The

the grouting, because they always broke as

combination of anti-slip and cleanability is

well. At the end of the 1960s we introduced

also important on cruise ships. Thousands of

our synthetic floors to the food industry. They

passengers walk on our decks every day. They

were not only seamless and therefore hygienic,

must look nice, remain clean, but must also be

but also resistant to chemicals and mechanical

sufficiently textured textured to ensure grip.”

stress. In other words, there was finally a
solution to the hygiene issue. At the time,

Finally a solution

Unilever was the first food company to see the

With the innate drive to innovate, Bolidt

potential of our synthetic floors.”

entered the food industry more than fifty years

Bolidt's flooring systems are now being used in

the poultry industry, seafood industry, bakery

“Having the entire chain in our own hands is

industry, dairy industry, and also in the fruit

the strength of our company,” says Van der

and vegetable industry. All high-tech sectors

Sloot. “If a customer wants to have the same

where innovations can make the difference.

floor concept at locations all over the world,

Where Bolidt's floor systems ensure business

we can develop, produce and install it to the

continuity: no food company can afford to stop

exact same quality standard everywhere.”

its production process as a result of a bacterial
outbreak.
Unconstrained surprise
Nevertheless, according to Van der Sloot,
hygienic, safe and sustainable are no longer
Bolidt's only propositions in the food industry.
“Design is becoming increasingly important.
More and more customers come to visit their
suppliers. Factories have become exhibition
centers where you can follow a large part of
the production process. Our floors play an
important role in the perception of such a
company, whether it is because of the neat
appearance or because they can be installed so
beautifully in corporate colours.”
The floor that stores energy opens new doors
for Bolidt in the food industry, although this is
a typical example of a dormant need. “What
if a floor detects and reports where there are
risks of bacterial formation?” Asks Steijn. "We
know for sure that there is a need for such
a floor, but that this need is not yet being
expressed, because people think in existing

Lean manufacturing

solutions. With an open mind we can surprise

Since 2016, Bolidt has worked according to the

a customer.”

management philosophy of lean manufacturing,
originating from the car manufacturer Toyota.

Fish in cold store

The goal: to optimize processes internally to

Not only the product, but also the way Bolidt

prevent waste and thereby generate as much

works is distinctive in the food industry. The

customer value as possible. Under the motto

company controls the entire business chain. It

‘Better every day’, every business unit looks

is a developer and producer of floor systems,

at how it can make its way of working more

but also installs them itself – not leaving this

efficient. The most important input for this

special trade to third parties. It is also part of

comes not only from sales, but also from

the organizational strategy to keep everything

production and other components of the chain

– from the laboratory to logistics – in-house.

of business. This allows Bolidt to work even
more efficiently for customers.
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FROZEN
GARDENS OF

EDEN?
EVERY ORGANIZATION SHOULD BE CONCERNED WITH ITS FUTURE AND THAT
OF MOTHER EARTH. ON SPITSBERGEN, THEY TAKE THIS VERY SERIOUSLY. IN

A PLACE REMOTE, EVEN FOR SPITSBERGEN, SOMEWHERE IN THE FAR NORTH,
THERE IS A HUGE VAULT HIDDEN DEEP INSIDE A MOUNTAIN. IN AN AREA WHERE
POLAR BEARS OUTNUMBER THE PEOPLE, SEEDS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
ARE STORED. WHAT IS HIDDEN BEHIND THE HEAVY ENTRANCE DOOR OF THE
SVALBARD GLOBAL SEED VAULT?
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THE MOST IMPORTANT
ROOM IN THE WORLD
Svalbard Global Seed Vault in Spitsbergen

NORWAY HAS HAD ITS OWN SEED
BANK IN AN ABANDONED COAL MINE
ON SPITSBERGEN SINCE 1984. FIFTEEN
YEARS AGO IT TOOK THE INITIATIVE TO
EXPAND IT WITH SEEDS FROM ALL OVER
THE WORLD. SVALBARD WAS BUILT
IN TWO YEARS AND PUT INTO USE IN

‘Doomsday Vault’, ‘Noah's Ark’, ‘atomic shelter’:

2008. THE SAFE IS STILL OWNED BY THE

the names may seems somewhat apocalyptic,

NORWEGIAN GOVERNMENT. ITS USAGE

but they do indicate the importance of the
Svalbard Global Seed Vault. The goal of the

IS PAID FOR BY THE GLOBAL CROP
DIVERSITY TRUST, AN INTERNATIONAL

seed bank – ‘Frozen Garden of Eden’ sounds a

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION THAT ALSO

lot more positive – is to preserve seeds from all

HANDLES THE PACKAGING AND SHIPPING

over the world, thus safeguarding crop diversity
and financial food security. A good idea? Time
Magazine certainly thought so in 2008 - the
year that the world seed bank was put into use.

OF THE SEEDS. COUNTRIES CAN STORE
SAMPLES OF THEIR SEEDS FOR FREE IN
THE SVALBARD VAULT WHILE RETAINING
OWNERSHIP OF THEIR DEPOSIT.

Back then, the Svalbard seed bank found itself
in the top 10 of ‘Time's Best Inventions’.
Free-roaming polar bears
Svalbard – the Norwegian name for Spitsbergen
– is strategically located: close to Longyearbyen,
the largest settlement on Spitsbergen, and some
1,300 kilometers from the North Pole. Far away,
and only just accessible by plane. Temperatures
up to 40 °C below zero, no sunlight for four
months of the year and wild polar bears ensure
the seed banks of ‘natural protection’. Svalbard
is also 130 meters above sea level, high enough

In addition to serving as a backup, Svalbard is

to withstand the worst case scenario rise in sea

also important as a resource for crop breeders.

levels. Due to low humidity and thermafrost,

After all, seeds are the primary material for crop

Longyearbyen is also the ideal place to store

improvement. Such improvement is necessary in

seeds in a natural manner

order to feed a growing global population, but

.

also to make plants resistant to new diseases
Typhoon destruction

that are caused by global warming.

Svalbard mainly functions as a back-up for
seed banks all over the world. There are

20,000 years lifespan

around 1,700 in diverse forms; not every seed

Of ‘the most important room in the world’ only

bank is an impregnable fortress like the one

the entrance is visible from outside - with an

on Spitsbergen. Disasters can easily lead to

illuminated Northern Lights artwork above it.

a country losing the seeds it has stored. For

The high, heavy door gives access to a tunnel of

example, the seed bank of the Philippines was

about 120 meters in length. The safe itself, cov-

destroyed by Typhoon Xangsane, while those of

ering three rooms, is located beyond a further

Syria and Afghanistan fell victim to war. In 2015,

five secure access doors. Here, seeds, in airtight

after the destruction of the Aleppo seed bank,

aluminum packaging, are stored at a constant

Syria was the first country to draw reserves from

temperature of - 18 degrees Celsius. According

Svalbard, taking around 100,000 seeds from the

to scientists, the frozen seeds can last between

vault. In 2018 the Global Seed Bank once again

2,000 and 20,000 years. In order not to disturb

received a deposit of the same seeds.

the ideal preservation conditions too much, the
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doors of Svalbard are opened only three to four

striking occurrences; the seeds from the United

times a year, in order to bring in new samples.

States are on the same shelf as those from North

To give an example of the types of seeds stored

Korea.

here, coca and weeds do not make it inside.
Genetically modified material is also not permitted in Svalbard.
The Svalbard vault has the capacity to store 4.5
million seed types, with each sample containing
500 seeds from each species. The total capacity
of Svalbard is therefore 2.5 billion seeds. In the
first year of the World Seed Bank, approximately
268,000 samples were stored in the vault. At
the moment there are more than 980,000 from
almost all the countries in the world. This international gathering of seeds leads to some

Interested in Svalbard? The World Seed Bank
is not a tourist attraction and it is, therefore,
IN 2016, IT TRANSPIRED THAT SVALBARD WAS

not possible to visit the vault. The best you can

NOT IMMUNE TO THE EFFECTS OF CLIMATE

manage is a selfie at the entrance. However, at

CHANGE. A WET AUTUMN AND HIGH TEM-

tour.croptrust.org, you can pay a 360-degree

PERATURES SAW THE TUNNEL OF THE WORLD

virtual visit to the seed bank on a tour given by

SEED BANK PARTLY SUBMERGED IN RAIN AND

Marie Haga, executive director of Global Crop

MELTWATER. HOWEVER, BECAUSE THE WATER

Diversity Trust.

THAT SEEPED FURTHER INTO THE TUNNEL FROZE,
THE SEEDS IN STORAGE WERE NEVER IN ANY
DANGER. THE INCIDENT DID, HOWEVER, LEAD
THE NORWEGIAN GOVERNMENT TO BUILD A
NEW, WATERTIGHT ENTRANCE. THE PHILOSOPHY
IS THE SAME AS THAT BEHIND THE STORAGE OF
SEEDS: BETTER SAFE THAN SORRY.
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HYGIENE
AND SAFETY:
TOP PRIORITY
IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY, HYGIENE AND SAFETY ARE AT
THE TOP OF THE PRIORITY LIST. WHETHER IT CONCERNS
POULTRY FARMS, BAKERIES, FISH PROCESSORS OR
DAIRY FACTORIES: FOOD SAFETY AND HUMAN AND
ANIMAL HEALTH MUST NOT BE ENDANGERED FOR A
SINGLE MOMENT. SHARP, PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES
ARE REQUIRED, STARTING WITH THE BASICS; THE RIGHT
FLOOR PREVENTS OUTBREAKS OF BACTERIA, IS EASY TO
CLEAN AND ENSURES THAT EMPLOYEES CAN DO THEIR
WORK SAFELY, EVEN IN EXTREME TEMPERATURES AND
WET CONDITIONS.
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A virus outbreak can have enormous

Production stops and revenue loss

consequences in the poultry industry. This

Although the seafood industry consists of a

proved to be the case again in 2019. Poultry

wide range of companies and suppliers, there

farms worldwide – from Bulgaria to Egypt and

is one common denominator: the extreme

from Iran to Taiwan – were struck by bird flu.

demands in terms of hygiene, quality and food

Thousands of animals had to be put down,

safety. HACCP, BRC Food, GLOBALG.A.P., IFS

resulting in major financial damage. In addition

Food Standard, ISO 22000 Food Safety: there

to bird flu, the poultry industry has to deal

are numerous rules, regulations and certificates.

with many more threats, including Salmonella,

The impact of incidents can be huge, not

Candida, Listeria and Staphylococcus. All kinds

only on food safety, but also on the seafood

of precautions are taken to prevent outbreaks of

company itself. An outbreak of bacteria means

viruses, bacteria, yeasts and fungi, from hygiene

that production comes to a halt, resulting in

protocols and shower regulations to the daily

a loss of turnover. That is why the seafood

chemical cleaning of rooms and machines. Strict

industry also cleans daily with chemicals and

hygiene is not only important for animal welfare

high-pressure sprays. This certainly applies to

and food safety, but naturally, also for the health

the fish processing companies; when cleaning,

of employees.

cutting and filleting, everything falls on the floor.
The same also applies here – a clean working

Susceptible to mold formation

environment is not only important for food

Strict hygiene requirements also apply in

safety, but also for human safety.

the bakery industry. From the strict rules
and guidelines of the HACCP to regulations

Explosive reactions

arising from the American Food Safety

Then there is the dairy industry. This sector must

Modernization Act. Every company must be

meet the same hygiene requirements as the

focused on guaranteeing food safety. There is a

pharmaceutical industry. Quite the comparison.

microbiological climate in every bakery in which

The requirements of bodies such as the British

molds can thrive, especially if moisture-retaining

Retail Consortium (BRC), the American Food

ingredients are used. To eliminate any risk of

and Drug Administration (FDA) and the Food

contamination, bakeries must be kept clean

Safety System Certification (FSSC 22000) are

constantly. The old excuse that many products

no mean feat. The accumulation of dirt and

end up in the oven is no longer valid: the high

bacterial formation in the dairy industry should

temperatures reduce the number of bacteria,

not be given any chance. In addition to hygiene,

but do not eliminate them. Daily cleaning is

safety is also of vital importance. In fact, there

also important for the safety and health of

is a danger of explosion due to electrostatic

employees. With flour, grain and water on the

discharge (ESD) in the dairy industry. Dust from

floor, an accident can occur at any moment.

milk powder, for example, can lead to explosive

Moreover, flour dust is an allergenic substance

reactions under certain circumstances. This

that causes the well-known baker's eczema.

can have disastrous consequences, including

A hygienic bakery is therefore a healthy bakery.

electronic equipment being switched off and

Knook AGF. Flooring system: Bolidtop® 700
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the stoppage of production. Count your
losses; electrically conductive floors are
indispensable for a safe dairy production.
Floors of vital importance
Optimal hygiene and safety starts with
the basics: the floor. The following applies
to every sector of the food industry: a
hygienic floor is a seamless, non-porous
floor. Every hole and every crack can
lead to dirt and bacteria formation. The
transition from floors to, for example,
walls and drains must also be seamless
for the same reason. In addition, abrasion
resistance and durability are important
conditions to prevent holes and cracks
from occurring. Machines and heavy
traffic of transport equipment are a heavy
burden. Acids – especially nitric acid and
lactic acid – can also quickly damage a
floor. In short, a floor must be able to
take a beating and be suitable for at least
20 years of intensive use.
Another advantage of seamless floors
is that they are easy to clean. That is, as
long as they are resistant to the daily use
of high pressure sprayers and chemicals.
This immediately brings us to the subject
of safety. Water and chemicals, but also
ingredients and animal remains can make
a floor as slippery as an ice rink. A rough,
non-slip top layer completely eliminates
the risk of slipping and falling.
Fully non-porous
All together this makes a long list of
requirements. To find out which floor
works best in the poultry, bakery, seafood
and dairy industries, Bolidt has been
focusing on these specific food segments
for decades. Intensive cooperation with
food companies and constant innovation

have yielded floor systems that meet the

make the floor easy to clean. The Bolidtop® 700

strictest guidelines in the field of hygiene and

series, which is widely used in the food industry,

safety. Bolidt floors contribute to a continuous

has been thoroughly tested and is resistant to

production process. Production stops as a result

cleaning products such as Keno San, Food Clean,

of, for example, an outbreak of bacteria can be

Diversey and Bio Clean. A non-slip finish ensures

excluded in this manner.

that the floor stays rough and provides grip. This
means that Bolidt floors optimally contribute to a

The secret lies first and foremost in the material

safe working environment. Thanks to the rough

itself. Put it under the microscope and you

surface, employees cannot slip or fall while

discover that it is completely non-porous. In this

working.

way, bacteria do not get a chance to establish
a hold on the floor. Moreover, Bolidt floors are

Concrete is porous. Ideal for bacteria to nest.

installed seamlessly. This also applies to the

To solve this problem, Bolidt has developed

connection to walls, baseboards, grilles, drainage

the Bolidtop® 700 series. This system can

gullies and gutters. Every floor system can also

handle a load of well over 600 kilos per square

be supplied with rounded skirting boards and

centimeter. The Bolidtop® 700 series also lasts

corners: here too the risks of bacterial formation

around 20 years.

are excluded. Bolidt floors thus ensure a hygienic
environment in which food safety is guaranteed.

Available in many colours
Bolidt has developed various floor systems

In addition to the material, the method is also

that are ESD-safe for companies with a risk

unique. Bolidt has integrated the entire supply

of explosion. These do their work capably

chain into one organization and therefore

(unnoticed) in, for example, the dairy industry.

maintains control of the entire value stream.

The Bolidtop® Stato 500 and the Bolidtop® Stato

From developing, producing and selling

700 have proven themselves here many times.

to installing the floors. Roles such as work
preparation, purchasing and logistics are also

Finally, Bolidt floors are available in many

carried out by Bolidt itself. Each part of the value

colours. This makes it possible to identify

stream can thus be optimally designed for the

different zones within a company and to further

food industry. This also enables Bolidt to deliver

increase safety in the workplace. The no care,

the best quality in terms of safety and hygiene.

medium care and high care zones can therefore
be clearly distinguished from each other. The

Bolidt also works according to the principles of

result: employees immediately know which

the Lean management philosophy . This means

protocols apply.

that processes are optimally managed and
risks are minimized. Working in this way has
increased the learning capacity of employees in

The Bolidtop® 700 series consists of 30

recent years. They can better relate to the needs

different flooring systems. Every system in

of a customer and thus add more value.

the 700 series has its own finishing details
and specific properties, tailored to the

600 kilos per square centimeter
The sealed surface and the seamless finish also

demands of the industry.
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INS & OUTS
THE FOOD INDUSTRY HAS MANY
SECTORS. ALL WITH THEIR OWN
REQUIREMENTS WHEN IT COMES
TO HYGIENE, SAFETY AND DESIGN.
THAT IS WHY SPECIALISTS IN THE
FIELDS OF DAIRY, BAKERY, SEAFOOD
AND POULTRY WORK AT BOLIDT.
THEY KNOW ALL THE INS AND
OUTS OF THEIR SECTOR AND ONE
ALL-ROUNDER EXPLORES NEW
MARKETS. WHO ARE THE SALES
MANAGERS AT BOLIDT?

TH E

FOOD

SPEC IA LIST S

OF

BOLIDT
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Bas Faaij, specialist bakery industry
"The smell of fresh bread never gets boring,"
says Bas Faaij. In his work as a bakery specialist at
Bolidt, he learned that the floor is an essential part
of the design and daily management of bakeries.
Bolidt therefore gets into the production processes
of customers with great depth and has an eye
for details, especially since every room requires
a different floor. This approach results in floors
that last for decades and that help prevent forced
production stops in bakeries, Bas knows. He lived
for a long time in Colombia at the start of his
career. There he realized that he would like to have
an international career. His language skills come
in handy here; he speaks not only Dutch, but also
English, Spanish and German. "The great thing
about international trade is that doing business
around the world is different. Regarding this, my
favorite countries are South Korea, Austria and of
course Colombia. Wherever I go, it is always nice to
think along with customers about how we can best
organize their factory with the most suitable floor
finish."

Michel Knaapen,
specialist dairy industry
"My grandfather, father and uncle had a bakery. So I grew up with the wonderful scent of freshly
baked bread. My interest in the food industry must have originated there," says Michel Knaapen, dairy
specialist at Bolidt. He loves his work because of the many international aspects and the fact that he
comes into contact with different cultures around the world. Moreover, Michel has a special interest in
vitality and in particular in healthy food. That is because in his younger years he was a fanatical cyclist
at an internationally level. Following his cycling career, he started looking for a workplace where he
could combine his interest in travel, different cultures and health. Michel: "In my sports career I was
always focused on healthy food. It's great that all my interests now come together in my work as a
dairy specialist. The dairy industry is pre-eminently the sector that examines how products can be made
healthier."

Dennis van Grevenbroek, specialist poultry industry
When Dennis van Grevenbroek started working for Bolidt in his twenties, he did not think
he would be fascinated by the poultry industry. He has been Bolidt's poultry specialist
for many years now. The Philippines, Thailand, Japan, Australia, Jamaica: he travels all
over the world for his work. In this way he has got to know many different cultures
and customs. Wherever he goes, customers want the same thing – to be unburdened.
An absolute necessity in the poultry industry, according to Dennis, is to keep your
promises. Also, anywhere in the world you go: nobody likes a grumpy face. That's great,
because Dennis is down to earth and greatly values humor. "I enjoy building an informal
relationship with my customers and suppliers. As far as I am concerned, you should have a
laugh when doing business." A great reason for customers to invite Dennis to come over
sometime.

Ton van Wijnen is the most senior - he started at Bolidt in 1990 - and with that also the allrounder of the sales managers. While his colleagues each focus on a single branch of the
food industry, Ton is discovering new food markets for Bolidt. For example, he is currently
investigating the opportunities that the fruit and vegetable sector offers. How big is the
market? What are the requirements here? Which floors does this type of customer need? What
contribution can Bolidt deliver here? Ton's career began almost 30 years ago, his fascination
with the food industry much earlier. “My grandfather had a traditional bread and pastry shop.
I have many beautiful memories of that. His love for the profession of turning water and flour
into a beautiful end product every day has always fascinated me. Many of our customers are
also passionate about their profession. They can – just like my grandfather in the past – often
talk about nothing but their own company. By the way, I also see the process-based working
of bakeries reflected in the other food sectors. That makes it very interesting for me to discover
companies in the rest of the food industry as well."

To n v a n W i j n e n ,
allround specialist
food industry

The importance of hygiene in the seafood industry will only
increase in the coming years, thinks Marco Toorman, seafood
specialist at Bolidt. He believes that Bolidt’s hygienic synthetic
floors meet the increasingly strict requirements that are set.
He recently helped a Bolidt application team lay a floor at a
Japanese food company. "I have gained a lot of respect for our
application teams who fly around the world day in, day out.
I also like to fly around the world to take a look behind-thescenes of food companies. But I stick to sales, I like to leave the
application to our professionals," says Marco, who has long

M a r c o To o r m a n ,
specialist fish processing
industry

been in love with the sector. As a little boy he went with his
parents to ‘Vlaggetjesdag’ (meaning ‘flag day’) in the Dutch
coastal town of Scheveningen. During this day, the arrival of the
‘Hollandse Nieuwe’ – freshly caught herring – is celebrated (read
more about the ‘Hollandes Nieuwe’ on page 37). "It was always
one big party. I looked forward to the huge ships that docked
at the factories where you could taste the fresh fish. I am proud
that I am now working in the same sector. "
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The invisible team
What is a quarterback without a center? A striker without a winger? Sport is all about team
play. It's the same with Bolidt. Is sales exclusively the domain of sales managers? We don’t think
so. Behind the scenes, the sales assistants are working just as hard for the customer. They are
the cream of the crop. Put your trust in them and everything will be as easy as pie. You really
will be able to have your cake and eat it! Sem, Susan, Marleen and Melissa have daily contact
with customers, albeit only by telephone. Because they are so important for the sales team,
they are deservedly in the spotlight. Although, there you are, standing with your hands full of
eggs on the photo. Oh well – anything for the team!
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AUSNUTRIA:

NOURISHING

LIFE & GROWTH

WITH THE STRONG GROWTH OF THE WORLD POPULATION, INTERNATIONAL DEMAND
FOR BABY AND INFANT FOOD IS ALSO INCREASING. AUSNUTRIA SPECIALIZES IN THE
DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION OF HIGH-QUALITY BOTTLE FEEDING AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO
BREASTFEEDING. WORKING FOR SUCH A VULNERABLE TARGET GROUP MEANS THAT STRICT
REQUIREMENTS ARE SET FOR THE PRODUCTION PROCESS. INTERNATIONALLY ORIENTED
AUSNUTRIA FINDS IN BOLIDT A LIKEMINDED PARTNER THAT CAN SUPPORT THE DAIRY
COMPANY WITH INNOVATIVE FLOORING SYSTEMS.
Breastfeeding is the best nutrition during the

ingredients. Ausnutria helps babies in their

first six months of a baby's life. Dairy producer

development, supports business customers in

Ausnutria wholeheartedly endorses this

their growth – and summarizes these activities in

statement. But if breastfeeding is not sufficient

its mission: ‘Nourishing life and growth’.

or not possible, the company offers a highquality alternative: bottle feeding in powder

Delicate production process

form, based on (organic) goat’s milk and cow’s

Producing baby and infant food means working

milk. Ausnutria sells baby and infant food

for a vulnerable target group. Quality and food

under the brand names Kabrita and Neolac.

safety therefore have the highest priority at

In addition to bottle feeding, other goat milk

Ausnutria. The processes and products are based

products are also offered, such as multigrain

on extensive legislation and regulations, the

porridge and ‘corn kernels’. Ausnutria also

quality systems used are certified according to

produces bottle feed under private labels for

international standards and all raw materials and

businesses who wish to expand their product

end products have been extensively tested by

range. The business market is also served by

independent laboratories.

the development and production of dairy

Ausnutria makes baby and infant food at

Internationally oriented

five locations in the Netherlands. The entire

The home base of Ausnutria is – how could

production process – according to the dairy

it be otherwise – in the dairy country par

company "a complicated and delicate process"

excellence, the Netherlands. However, the

– takes place in a closed system. Contact

expertise that the company has built up over

between product, air and people is therefore

more than 100 years is now being marketed

minimized. The production process consists

worldwide. The highly internationally oriented

of a number of steps. During pasteurization,

company exports its infant and baby nutrition

milk is heated to high temperatures, after

to more than 70 countries and also cooperates

which bacteria are eliminated. Centrifugal

with subsidiaries and joint ventures in the

division then removes the fat from the milk

Middle East, Russia, the United States, Europe,

and vacuum evaporation removes much of

Brazil, Mexico and China. Together with sister

the water. Ausnutria then mixes the thickened

organizations in China and Oceania, the Dutch

skimmed milk with important ingredients, after

company forms the Ausnutria Dairy Corporation

which the mixture is converted into powder in a

based in Hong Kong. All mother, daughter and

drying tower. After various quality controls and

sister organizations are collectively called the

the addition of vitamins and minerals, among

Ausnutria Group.

other things, the powder goes to the packaging
department. The controlled atmosphere here

Due to the international focus, Ausnutria

ensures a long shelf life for bottle feeding.

must meet very strict requirements in terms

After all kinds of additional quality checks are

of hygiene and safety. To give an example:

performed and samples taken, the products are

the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

ready for market.

is very critical when it comes to the export of
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dairy products to the United States. One of

Static electricity

the requirements of the US Food & Consumer

The dairy company asked Bolidt as an innovative

Product Safety Authority is that the floors at

floor specialist to come up with a structural

production locations must demonstrably not

solution. In the dairy industry, Bolidt's own

attract dust. According to the FDA, this provides

application teams frequently install the

a cleaner working environment that is also

Bolidtop® 700 floors. Especially for Ausnutria,

easier to clean. But how do you keep a room

Bolidt has developed an effective body voltage-

completely dust-free? A tough challenge for

free variant of this floor system. This ensures

Ausnutria.

that there is no static electricity and the floor
no longer attracts dust. As a result, Ausnutria
can comply, without difficulty, with the strict
requirements of the FDA.
Bolidt has also installed special floors in the
areas of Ausnutria where dust does occur. If
a concentrated dust cloud is suspended in
the air here, it can cause an explosion due to
the static electricity from people or modes of
transportation. To completely eliminate this
risk, Bolidt has developed the Bolidtop® Stato
700 floor. This electrically conductive system
dissipates static electricity in an innovative
way. As a result, Ausnutria also meets all
requirements in the field of safety and the
guidelines of ATEX.

Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) poses
greatest risk in environments which
frequently see dust or powder clouds.
For example, in the packing facilities of
a milk powder facility the entire process
not only produces large amounts of dust,
but the dry environment can quickly
result in a large static charge to build up.
These two together may result in a flash
fire or explosion.

Standard work shoes on a standard synthetic floor

Situation 1
Measurement with
standard work shoes on
a synthetic floor finish.
Walking on the floor
increases the voltage.

Standard work shoes on a Bolidtop Stato 700 flooring system

Situation 2
Measurement with
standard work shoes on
a Bolidtop® Stato 700
flooring system.
The test person walks on
a Bolidtop® Stato 700
flooring system.
The static charge is now
only 200 - 450 Volts.

Bolidt has installed a total of
more than 18,000 square meters
of floor systems - Bolidtop® 700
and Bolidtop® Stato 700 - at the
production sites of Ausnutria.
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TYPICAL DUTCH FOOD

Bitterbal
The (inexperienced or eager)
bitterbal-eater is easy to
recognize: mouth open
and blowing desperately.
The small, crispy, ragout
filled ball is deep fried and
extremely hot on the inside!
But does it taste bitter? No,
the name is derives from
‘bittertje’, a strong, herbal
alcoholic drink that was
traditionally served with
the bitterbal. Today, the
bittertje has been replaced
by beer and wine, but the
bitterbal is still a favourite at
receptions, Friday afternoon
drinks and after-match talks
in football club canteens.
Want to get to know
the bitterbal better? Bar
Bitterbal in Amsterdam lists
more than 25 varieties,
filled with, for example,
free-range chicken, shrimp,
goat’s cheese or Peking
duck. Beware: these
varieties are also hot inside!

Stroopwafel
Take two dough waffles
with a diamond pattern,
spread syrup in between,
and voilà: you have a
stroopwafel, a Dutch
invention that was first
made in the city of Gouda
in the mid-nineteenth
century. These days,
the stroopwafel is an
international success.
Tourists love it and since
2015 the cookie has been
served as an in-flight snack
by United Airlines. When
the airline stopped serving
stroopwafels, the move
sparked passenger protests.
Shortly afterwards, United
Airlines announced: "the
stroopwafel is coming
back". McDonald's also saw
potential in the stroopwafel.
A franchisee introduced
the ‘McFlurry Stroopwafel’
already ten years ago and,
last summer, the dessert
was temporarily put on the
map at 14,000 American
McDonald's outlets. Not
bad for a cookie from
Gouda.
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Drop
In the pre-Internet era,
Dutch migrants living
abroad used to ask visitors
from their home country:
"bring me some drop".
They simply could not live
without the famous candy
made from the root juice
of the liquorice plant. The
Dutch are therefore world
champion liquorice eaters.
The slightly addictive
candy is widely available
on every street corner
in the Netherlands. The
supermarkets are full of it
and in candy stores you can
stuff cone bags full with
the liquorice of your choice:
English liquorice, carshaped liquorice, assorted
farm-shaped liquorice,
cat liquorice, liquorice
laces, salty liquorice, you
name it. Is the Netherlands
also the largest liquorice
manufacturer in the world?
No, oddly enough that title
is held by Spain, where
nobody eats liquorice, but
where the plant grows well.
The Spaniards don’t know
what they are missing.

Haring
Who says the Netherlands
has no food culture? The
herring has given our
country the EU designation
‘Traditional Specialty
Guaranteed’. The accolade
is awarded to the so-called
Hollandse Nieuwe. Every
year in June the arrival
of freshly caught herring
- the Hollandse Nieuwe
- is celebrated during
‘Vlaggetjesdag’ (‘Flag Day’,
the day when, traditionally,
fishing vessels were
decorated in flags and
bunting to celebrate the
beginning of the herring
season) in the coastal
resort of Scheveningen.
Here the Dutch take
‘herring bites’ en masse.
There’s a particular process
involved. Those partaking
dip their herring in finely
chopped onion pieces,
hold the semi-raw fish by
its tail, tilt their heads back
and let the fish slide down.
Because, as the saying
goes, the "herring has to
swim" it’s traditional to
wash the fish down with
a glass of white wine. It’s
easy to see how popular
Hollandse Nieuwe is;
the Dutch eat 76 million
herrings a year. It’s enough
to give anyone a stiff neck!
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FACTS & FIGURES

H E A LT H I E S T C O U N T R I E S
The top 10 healthiest countries according to the Bloomberg Global Health Index are listed below in the order they
were ranked.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Spain
Italy
Iceland
Japan
Switzerland
Sweden
Australia
Singapore
Norway
Israel
Luxembourg
France
Austria
Finland
The Netherlands

3

9

14
6

15
11
12 5 13
1
2

4

10

8

7

Although Spain is known for smoking, drinking a lot of wine, and staying up late, their everyday diet and lifestyle choices sets
them above the rest. Spain’s diet is a Mediterranean diet filled with healthy fats and legumes, and less red meat and
processed foods. Spaniards also eat a lot of fruits and vegetables, and walk almost everywhere that they can. Spain has the
highest percentage of walkers in Europe, with 37% of them walking to work instead of driving (only 6% of Americans walk
to work). Additionally, Spain’s universal healthcare program is very successful, and they have managed to lower their rate of
preventable deaths to 45.4 preventable deaths per 100,000 inhabitants.
Other countries that ranked high for health include Italy, Iceland, Japan and Switzerland. Factors including outdoor activities
and exercise, high-quality health care and healthy diets are just a few of the things that contribute to these nations’ healthier
lifestyles and higher life expectancies.

T O P 1 0 E U F O O D A N D D R I N K E X P O R T S A N D I M P O R T S B Y D E S T I N AT I O N A N D O R I G I N
Exports
Wine
Spirits
Infant food and other preparations
Food preparations, not specified
Animal feeds, pet foods
Pork meat fresh, chilled and frozen
Cheese
Bread, pastries and biscuits
Chocolate
Beer

€ million
11,571
11,342
6,764
5,862
5,302
4,785
4,019
3,989
3,988
3,277

Top 3 destinations
US, Switzerland, China
US, Singapore, China
China, Hong Kong, Saudi Arabia
US, Russia, Switzerland
Russia, Norway, US
Japan, China, Korea
US, Japan, Switzerland
US, Switzerland, Norway
US, Russia, Switzerland
China, Canada, Russia

€ million
5,246
4,185
3,188
2,670
2,200
2,145
2,021
1,754
1,712
1,682

Top 3 origins
China, Norway, Iceland
Indonesia, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea
Ecuador, Morocco, Mauritius
Chile, Australia, US
Brazil, Turkey, Argentina
Norway, Russia, US
US, Switzerland, China
Turkey, US, China
US, Russia, Mexico
Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay

Imports
Fish fillets
Palm oil
Prepared and preserved fish
Wine
Fruit and vegetable juices
Frozen fish
Food preparations, not specified
Prepared and preserved fruits and nuts
Spirits
Bovine meat fresh, chilled and frozen

E U F O O D A N D D R I N K I N D U S T R Y in numbers
TURNOVER

VA L U E A D D E S

CONSUMPTION

€1,192 billion

2.1%

13.8%

EMPLOYMENT

N U M B E R S O F C O M PA N I E S

R&D EXPENDITURE

4.72 million people

294,000

€2.9 billion

SALES WITHIN
THE SINGLE MARKET

S M A L L A N D M E D I U M - S I Z E D C O M PA N I E S

91%

47.5%

Largest manufacturing sector in the EU

of EU gross value added

Leading employee in the EU

of food and drink turnover

of household expenditure
on food and drink products

60.8%

of food and drink turnover

of food and drink employment

EXTERNAL TRADE

€110 billion
Exports

€74 billion
Imports

€36 billion

19%

Trade balance

EU share of global exports

Source: FoodDrinkEurope DATA & TRENDS

EU FOOD AND DRINK TRADE FLOWS WITH KEY REGIONS (€MILLION)

438 Balkans
1,765

EFTA
8,142
9,830

7,162
USMCA 24,878

1,260
587
Central
America

5,775
80 GCC

5,850 7,982
Mediterranean

2,977
Andean 856
Group

6,777
8,524

4,165
7,303
CIS

10,637
7,077 ASEAN

5,329
14,784 China
Region

ACP

10,889
MERCOSUR 1,933

 Exports
 Imports

BOLIDT WORLDWIDE
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EXTREMELY STRONG
BOLIDT FLOORS IN
THE LEBANESE HAWA
SLAUGHTERHOUSE
ARE STILL
SATISFACTORY

Hawa Chicken is a Lebanese poultry farm that was founded in 1957 and
sells poultry products and eggs to customers throughout Lebanon. Hawa is
a fully integrated company, allowing it to deliver superior products directly
from its own hatcheries. In addition to providing quality products, the
company distinguishes itself with its unrivaled dedication to service. For
example, only the best poultry breeds are used and it employs a team of its
own veterinarians, agricultural specialists and food experts. Additionally, the
latest technology is used for poultry production and Hawa works according
to the highest industry standards in the field of hygiene.
Vision and mission
Hawa Chicken supplies a wide range of poultry products ranging from
fresh, pre-packaged, ready-made and frozen chicken and chicken products
to fresh eggs. The aim is to be the most important company in the Middle
East in the field of poultry production and distribution, thereby improving
the well-being and quality of life in the region. Hawa's mission is focused
on maximizing customer satisfaction, offering value for money and
providing trust through integrity. The company therefore works according
to the highest quality, hygiene and safety standards in accordance with

the values and traditions of its customers. By

the multidisciplinary team is constantly looking

always opting for the latest technologies, the

for the best possible development process by

company wants to continuously improve itself.

investigating innovative solutions. This has

In a performance-oriented environment, Hawa

created a competitive advantage that the team is

motivates its employees to get the most from

proud of.

themselves. Hawa also works sustainably with a
focus on minimizing waste and on preserving the

In a nutshell

environment.

From the founding of Hawa Chicken in 1957, Dr.
Jean El Hawa prepared the family business for

Research & development

expansion. The second hatchery opened in 1960

The main concern of Hawa is customer

and in 1964 the brothers Mansour and Antoine

satisfaction. The R&D team therefore focuses

joined the company. Their first store opened in

primarily on customer needs instead of products.

1967 in Antelias. In the following decades, many

For this, it is constantly in contact with customers

stores followed and hatcheries and production

through surveys, suggestions and complaints.

facilities also expanded steadily. A stock

In this way, Hawa focuses on further improving

exchange listing followed in 1995. By constantly

existing products and services and introducing

focusing on quality and hygiene, in 2007 Hawa

innovations, where possible and required.

became the first Lebanese food company to

Another concern is the efficiency of the work;

receive ISO 22000-2005 certification.
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2011 saw the start of the construction of a new

installation on location anywhere in the world

slaughterhouse in Anfeh. In that same year,

by our own specialized teams; Bolidt offers

Bolidt also came into the picture because Hawa

everything under one roof.

was looking for a solid partner for hygienic
floor systems.

Tiled floor or epoxy floor
Ralph El Hawa, Plant Manager: “Because

Specialized teams worldwide

hygiene is of vital importance to us, we are

Bolidt knows better than anyone that hygiene

ISO and FSSC 22000 certified. These are the

is of vital importance to the poultry industry.

most important food safety management

Also, maybe especially , when it comes to

certifications, which guarantee that we

floor systems. With more than 50 years of

deliver the best possible quality. In our old

international experience in the development,

slaughterhouse we had a hygiene problem

production and application of synthetic floors,

with our floors. During the construction of the

Bolidt is therefore a sought-after partner for

new slaughterhouse in 2011, we intensively

poultry farms, hatcheries and slaughterhouses

searched for a partner to help us with this. We

worldwide. Just like Hawa, they can be

were faced with the choice: tile floor or epoxy

confident that the Bolidt floor systems meet

floor. Bolidt convinced us to opt for an epoxy

the strictest possible hygiene and safety

floor system. For this they visited our location

requirements. From design to production and

several times and our engineers visited several

Bolidtop® 700 flooring system at Hawa Chicken slaughterhouse in Lebanon

Bolidt customers. This gave us a good idea

floors in our new slaughterhouse. The former

of the possibilities and advantages of epoxy

hygiene problems have been completely solved.

and we became increasingly convinced of the

We also use Bolidt's innovative and sustainable

qualities of Bolidt.”

floor systems in other areas to our complete
satisfaction.”

Unbreakable and very hygienic
Ralph El Hawa: “One of the most important
advantages of Bolidt's epoxy flooring system
is its hardness; I think the floor is unbreakable
in comparison to a tiled floor. And because
our floor is completely seamless, we can clean
it much better and more easily. No dirt is left
behind because there are no seams or cracks.
That is so hygienic. This makes it easier for us
to meet the high industry standards. This
benefits both the general hygiene and the

Curious about the experiences of other clients

quality of our products. Our experience with

in the food industry? Go to the Bolidt YouTube

Bolidt is very good. They have done an

channel for even more striking testimonials.

excellent job here in the form of strong
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2 WEEKS
IN THE LIFE OF
Elbert Boon, project manager of
Bolidt projects worldwide

AS PROJECT MANAGER, ELBERT BOON IS RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPLEMENTING, AMONGST OTHER
THINGS, BOLIDT’S PROJECTS IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY. HE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR FOUR APPLICATION
TEAMS AND TRAVELS ALL OVER THE WORLD TO ENSURE THAT WORK IS CARRIED OUT TO THE
CLIENT’S FULL SATISFACTION. WHAT DOES HIS WORKING WEEK LOOK LIKE? WHY IS BOLIDT’S
CORRECT PREPARATION SO IMPORTANT FOR THE SUCCESS OF A PROJECT? LET’S TAKE A LOOK
AT HIS AGENDA.
Sunday

to be confronted with surprises. I look at the

My working week starts on Sunday this week.

circumstances under which we must perform

I fly to Japan in the afternoon. I will visit a

the work. What are the climatic conditions?

hatchery there tomorrow. Every week I am

What preparations are needed for this? Working

on the plane a few times and, on average, I

at 40 degrees is very different from working at

am away from home for three days. I have a

-10 and both circumstances occur. I also look

meeting with the client or I visit a project and

at whether we should take cultural factors

then I fly back to the Netherlands. I find it no

into account. Additionally, I check whether all

problem to be constantly traveling. I am not

information about the assignment is known,

troubled by jetlag. When I started at Bolidt in

such as the amount of m2 to be covered and the

1983 as an installer, I began traveling all over

colour of the floor.

the world as well. In other words, I don't know
any better.

An important part of the pre-start inspection is
also checking the subfloor. Our applicators will

Monday

be installing 3,000 m2 of flooring in Okayama

Today I am going to Fukuda Breeders in

City in ten days. Today I discuss with the client

Okayama City for a pre-start inspection. As

what kind of subfloor is needed for our floors.

a project manager I am responsible for the

In the poultry industry there is a lot of cleaning

technical implementation of a project. This

with water and chemicals. Our floor must

also includes the preparatory work. Because,

seamlessly connect to the gutters and drains

through proper preparation, we exclude risks

to prevent standing water, where bacteria can

and ensure that we can complete the project to

form. Irregularities in the subsurface or drains

full satisfaction. During the pre-start inspection

that are higher than the subsurface are therefore

I check whether all conditions are correct in

out of the question. A poultry farm like Fukuda

order to start the project. We do not want

regards its hatchery as a ‘biosecure area’.

,,Through proper preparation, we
exclude risks and ensure that
we complete the project to full
satisfaction

,,
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Hygiene must be perfect and so the client looks

I have been in the business for over 30 years, so I

at the floor with a magnifying glass. At Fukuda

like to share my knowledge and experience with

it is also important that our floor – and therefore

the applicators.

also the subfloor – is completely level. Eggs are
hatched in this company. The newborn chicks
then immediately receive food and water. If a
cart with chicks is only slightly tilted, this means
that some chicks receive less water and that is
not good for their development. It is important
to discuss these types of requirements with the
client in advance.
Thursday
Back in the Netherlands. Today I am going
to Almere where All Bakers is building a new
factory. The pre-start inspection has already
taken place and one of our application teams
is installing a floor. The bakery industry sets
different requirements than, for example, the
poultry industry. Hygiene is also extremely
important here. Bacteria, dust, fungi, there are
numerous risks I could mention. But unlike the
poultry industry, water is used much less in a
bakery. That means that we have to take less
account of gutters and drains. A floor in the
bakery industry is, therefore, less laborious. The
guys have already progressed quite far with the
project and are perfectly on schedule.
Friday
A day at our office in Hendrik-Ido-Ambacht. If,
like me, you are on the plane regularly, it is good
to occasionally arrange some time in the office
to take care of business and review all current
projects.
In addition, I guide our applicators who are
currently following a course at the Bolidt
Academy. Laying floors is a profession in itself.
During this training they learn everything about
the properties of our synthetic systems, the
processing of materials, the suitability of the
subfloor and the influence of climatic conditions.

With each project it is clear how important it

site itself. He checks whether something has

is to work with your own application teams.

changed in the workplace. Are there dangerous

First and foremost, we have all the expertise

situations? Is the correct fall protection present?

ourselves and with a third party you have to wait

This check is necessary to really exclude all risks.

and see. Moreover, with our own teams, we are

If everything is in order, the foreman does a

very flexible, which means we can execute the

kick-off with the men to go through the Risk

projects in a fast and efficient manner.

Assessor Check. Then the project starts.

Saturday

Wednesday

During the weekend I sometimes drive to a

Today we are visiting a seafood company in

project in the Netherlands to see how things

Belgium, a project where we are currently

are going. Today I don't have to and I get on

laying a floor. The work is carried out in cold

my Harley to go for a little ride. It’s important to

conditions; inside it is around 8 degrees. That

occasionally clear your head and enjoy the Dutch

means that hardening the floor takes more time,

landscape.

but our guys know that. There’s a big difference
to the previous project of this application team;

Monday

that was in Damman in Saudi Arabia. There it

This morning I arrive in Nigeria. When I arrive, I

was 49 degrees on site. We opened a few doors

immediately drive to the building of a hatchery

opposite each other to create some air flow, but

for a pre-inspection. The concrete floors have

the wind was just like a hair dryer. But also in

just been finished and, together with the

such circumstances, the floor must be laid. At

construction project manager, I come to the

such a high temperature, the curing process is

conclusion that some gutters protrude a few

very fast.

centimeters above the concrete. As a result, the
waste water will not be properly discharged.

Friday

Here too, no water may be left standing. It

Today I will visit a project in Culemborg. The

is important to ensure that the problems are

application team is busy with the final work. The

corrected before we get started. Naturally, I

floor looks good! Because we have excluded all

advise the client on how best to approach this.

risks in advance, we now benefit and we can
deliver the floor to the customer at the end of

When the pre-inspection is complete, the
colleagues start working in the office. They order
the materials and tools, schedule the application
teams, book flights and make the schedules. Our
logistics department is also called in to arrange
the transport of materials and tools.
Before a project really starts, a few more checks
take place. First I have a kick-off meeting with
the application team that will work on the
project. We will go through the entire project
again. The foreman of the team carries out
the Risk Assessor Check at the construction

this day.
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Eveline Bruins-Van Loon
Area Sales Manager Benelux
Blücher

Michal Gieryng
Sales executive
ATT Inox

HYGIENE IS
IN THE

Pascal Derksen
Food & kitchen specialist
ACO Nederland

DETAILS

A DRAIN SYSTEM IS CRUCIAL FOR HYGIENE IN A FOOD COMPANY. STAINLESS STEEL GUTTERS
AND DRAINS ENSURE THAT WASTE AND WASTE WATER ARE REMOVED AS QUICKLY AS
POSSIBLE. THE CONNECTION OF THE DRAINAGE SYSTEM TO THE FLOOR IS ALSO A CRITICAL
SUCCESS FACTOR. HYGIENE IS IN THE DETAILS, ACCORDING TO THE SUPPLIERS OF DRAINAGE
SYSTEMS.

The importance of drainage systems for hygiene

smooth materials ensure that there is no chance

in the food industry cannot be emphasized

of bacterial formation. Furthermore, a discharge

enough, says Eveline Bruins-Van Loon, Area Sales

system must of course be able to withstand loads

Manager Benelux of Blücher, manufacturer of

from, for example, vehicles of transportation.

stainless steel drainage systems, gutters, drains

By working closely with clients, we are able to

and pipes. "Gutters and drains in the floor often

supply drainage systems that are sustainable and

do not have the highest priority, but once in

exclude all risks of bacterial formation."

use they can cause a lot of trouble. Or they can
provide a lot of convenience. The most common

No filler

error is that a drainage system has insufficient

The drainage system itself is not the only crucial

drainage capacity to remove all the water. This

element for hygiene within food companies,

causes puddles on the floor where bacteria can

the connection between the gutters, the drains

form. It also happens that there is insufficient

and the floor is also of great importance. The

capacity to dispose of waste. This is of course

secret is in the details, it turns out. "A floor must

also harmful to hygiene. A well-designed

connect seamlessly – so without silicone filler or

drain system is therefore of vital importance. If

something similar – to the stainless steel of the

problems occur, adjustments can be expensive.

drainage well and gutters," says Pascal Derksen,

After all, most parts are placed in or under the

food & kitchen specialist at ACO Nederland,

floor."

who supplies drainage systems to the food
industry, among other things. "With a seamless

"A drainage system is one of the key factors of

connection between the drainage system and

a proper hygienic maintenance process in the

the floor, no waste water can remain and no

food processing plants," says Michal Gieryng,

dirt can accumulate and there is therefore no

sales executive of ATT Inox, producer of stainless

risk of bacterial formation. In addition to being

steel drainage systems. According to him, the

seamless, such a connection must also be strong

most important function of a drainage system is

and resistant to mechanical pressure from, for

to drain waste water and residues as efficiently

example, pallet trucks. That requires, in the first

as possible. As far as he is concerned, efficient

place, a strong floor. If it can take a beating, the

means that the drains and gutters have been

connection also keeps drain and gutters intact.

installed in the right way and in the right

If a floor is insufficiently resistant to heavy loads,

place in the company. In addition, they must

cracks may form along the edges and at the

have sufficient drainage capacity. Gieryng: "In

corners of gutters and drainage wells. Every crack

an efficient drainage system, waste water is

in the floor – no matter how small – is a potential

disposed of as quickly as possible and there is

hygiene hazard."

no chance of, for example, waste accumulation.
But efficiency is also about being able to clean

Talking about a strong floor, Derksen has good

drains and gutters easily. Rounded corners and

experiences with Bolidt. "We hear from end-
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users that they are very positive about Bolidt's

is Jacques IJS in Belgium, which we will soon

seamless, hygienic floors. The cooperation with

implement.’

Bolidt is also excellent from our perspective.
We have carried out various projects together

Extremely hygienic

at several locations of the FrieslandCampina

According to Gieryng, ATT Inox also has

dairy group. The dairy companies Royal A-Ware

excellent experiences with Bolidt. "Clients in the

and Vreugdenhil Dairy Foods were also great

food industry want a floor that is resistant to,

projects. All of these are examples of companies

for example, chemical cleaners, the heavy loads

for which hygiene plays an extremely important

of vehicles and fluctuations in temperature. By

role in operations. The combination of our

working closely with Bolidt, we learn a lot about

stainless steel drainage system and Bolidt's

the requirements of the food industry and the

synthetic floor finish works perfectly there."

different types of floor systems that are applied
at food companies. We use that knowledge to

Biggest challenge

continuously improve our gutters and drains.

The quality of the floor and the way in which

This allows the client to choose from a wide

it is attached to the gutters and drainage wells

range of gutters and drains that exactly meet

is crucial, says Bruins-Van Loon. "The floor

their needs."

with gutters and drains is, from a hygiene
perspective, the biggest challenge in a food

The floor systems from Bolidt are very durable

company. This is where most of the waste

and extremely hygienic, according to Gieryng.

collects and there is relatively high humidity. In

"We regularly hear that from our clients. We

short, ideal conditions for bacteria. The floor is

have worked with Bolidt on various projects.

also physically stressed in all kinds of ways. This

At Hendrix Genetics animal breeding company

means there is a risk of damage and cracking

in Boxmeer, more than 4,000 m2 of synthetic

of the floor. In other words: a potential risk

flooring was installed in combination with

of bacterial growth. A floor must be able to

our stainless steel gutters and drains. The

withstand this. In addition, seamless adherence

cooperation at fishmonger Schmidt Zeevis in

– down to the details – between floor, drains

Rotterdam also ran smoothly. We are also very

and gutters is very important, because with this

proud of that project.”

you prevent not only cracks, but also puddles
and dirt accumulation. For the best connection
of floor to drainage system, we recommend the
use of round drains and gutters with rounded
corners; they reduce the risk of cracking. Finally,
the strength of the material is also important.
We supply gutters and drains made of thick
stainless steel that has been reinforced where
necessary. That prevents distortion of the frame
and therefore cracks in the floor."
Blücher works together with Bolidt worldwide
and the experiences are "very positive"
according to Bruins-Van Loon. "A great project

Image: special thanks to HatchTech Incubation Technology
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SOUTH KOREAN BAKERY
HAS ITS SIGHTS ON

THE LONG
TERM

DURING THEIR ORIENTATION VISIT
TO EUROPE, SOUTH KOREAN
FIORE BAKERY (ALSO KNOWN AS
GINKO FOOD) HOPED TO FIND
INSPIRATION AND IDEAS AND
TO MEET SUPPLIERS FOR THEIR
NEW CONSTRUCTION PLANS. IT
WAS IN THAT CONTEXT THAT THE
DELEGATION VISITED THE HEAD
OFFICE, LABORATORIES AND
PRODUCTION FACILITIES OF BOLIDT
IN HENDRIK-IDO-AMBACHT.
THE CONCEPT OF THIS DUTCH
FAMILY-OWNED COMPANY
AND THE LONG SERVICE LIFE
OF THEIR FLOORING SYSTEMS,
LED FIORE BAKERY TO OPT
FOR BOLIDT.
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Choosing for the future

Fiore Bakery

Bolidt. Fiore Bakery were especially appreciative

Fiore Bakery is a South Korean industrial bakery

of the fact that Bolidt controls the entire

whose mission is for their production process

process. From design and production to

to maximise both quality and productivity. That

application, by their own specialised application

is why Fiore invests in the very best equipment

teams, thus guaranteeing a consistent quality

for their production facilities, and that obviously

anywhere in the world.

also includes their new-build bakery.
Hygiene and safety
Business continuity

Hygiene and safety are vital keys for modern

As with many other bakery clients, the key

industrial bakeries the world over. This applies

factor in the decision-making process is

not only to day-to-day manufacturing processes

production and business continuity. Annually

but also to the choice of flooring systems.

halting production for long periods to allow

Floors play a significant part in hygiene and

floor maintenance and repairs was no longer an

safety. Bolidt can replace traditional materials

option for Fiore Bakery, from either a continuity

used in bakery environments, such as tiles and

or a cost perspective. In choosing Bolidt

concrete, for synthetic ones. In this case, Fiore

flooring, Fiore Bakery are clearly choosing for

Bakery opted for the Bolidtop® 700 system.

the future.

This flooring system is both safe, thanks to
its slip-resistant surface, and hygienic thanks

Always in control

to its seamless character, which makes it very

During the talks with Bolidt the South-Korean

easy to clean. The drains and skirting were also

customer welcomed the approach outlined by

seamlessly integrated to aid cleaning.

Pleasant collaboration
The high level of mutual commitment ensured
a pleasant collaboration between the Fiore
and Bolidt project teams during the eleven-day
application in South Korea. The project was
completed within the agreed time schedule and
the factory started up successfully!
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MARKET HALLS
DELIGHT
FOR THE
SENSES
YOU WILL FIND COVERED MARKET HALLS

ALL OVER THE WORLD; THE PERFECT PLACES
TO SAMPLE LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL
SPECIALTIES. A VISIT TO A MARKET HALL IS
OFTEN DELIGHT FOR THE SENSES.
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Places to be
THIS LOCAL CHEESE IS SO TASTY AND SPICY AND THAT LOCAL RED WINE HAS SUCH
A PLEASANT AFTERTASTE. AND ALSO, WHAT A BEAUTIFUL BUILDING THIS IS. MARKET
HALLS ARE OFTEN LOCATED IN HISTORIC BUILDINGS FEATURING ICONIC ARCHITECTURE.
THE PHENOMENON OF COVERED MARKET HALLS EMERGED AT THE END OF THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY AS AN ANSWER TO THE INCREASING BUSY-NESS OF OPEN-AIR
MARKETS. A COVERED MARKET HALL MEANT SMARTER USE OF SPACE AND A MORE
EFFICIENT DISTRIBUTION OF STALLS AND PRODUCE. OVER THE YEARS, THESE BUILDINGS
HAVE ACQUIRED AN ADDITIONAL FUNCTION; MARKET HALLS ARE NOWADAYS THE
PLACE TO BE. IT’S HIGH TIME WE VISITED A FEW.

In 2016, a new market hall in Poland
was opened in the heart of Warsaw:
the Hala Koszyki (People’s Bazaar). The
building itself was already 110 years old,
and has been sympathetically renovated
in recent times. The decorated entrance,
the old bricks, the steel framework and
some original sculptures have been
preserved and polished. The atmospheric
market hall is perhaps a little too hip for
some Warsaw residents who used to
visit the old market that was in this same
location. The globe-trotting hipster,
however, will have a great time at Hala
Koszyki. Around the central bar in the
middle of the building you will find, in
addition to food shops, street food stalls,

Warschau: Hala Koszyki

trendy bars, snack bars and restaurants
with food and drinks from around the
world, including traditional Polish dishes.

art exhibitions and musical performances

Hala Koszyki has diverse functions, with

throughout the year and an ongoing
exhibition about the history of the property.
In June, July and August excursions from
the market hall through the historic center
of Warsaw are organized. The market is
open every day.

in 1455 and ended around 1730. With four

With its 1,000th birthday in the
books in 2014,

main entrances, more than 3,000 shops and

the Borough
Market

61 streets, the Kapali Carsi is also one of the
largest market halls in the world. The number

in Londen
is certainly one of the oldest food
markets in the world.

of visitors per day is anything between 250,000
and 400,000 people! Jewellery, hookah pipes,
carpets, rugs, ceramics, antiques, souvenirs,
lamps, shoes – everything you can think of you

Food halls are everywhere now. It’s

we crave
authenticity

because

can find in the Kapali Carsi. In true Turkish style,
Istanbul: Grand Bazaar & Spice Bazaar

bargaining is practically mandatory! In addition
to shops, the building also houses various
eateries and tea houses, a number of mosques
and a hammam; an excellent place to get away

food
trucks then
came

from the hustle and bustle of the Kapali Carsi. If

First came the

you find this market too touristy, the Mısır Çarşısı
(Spice Bazaar) is just a ten-minute walk away.
Here you will find mainly herbs and spices, meat,

the food halls.

dried fruit, Turkish apple tea, local cheeses and
Try not to get lost in the Kapali Carsi (Grand

all kinds of sweets. It is a feast of colours and

Bazaar) in Istanbul, one of the oldest covered

scents. Both markets are open from Monday to

market halls in the world. Construction started

Saturday.

Nagycsarnok (The Great Market

The Great Market Hall

Hall) is the largest covered market
in Budapest. Over 180 stalls you
will find all kinds of fruits and
vegetables, meat, cheese, fish
and local specialties such as the
Hungarian wine Tokaji aszú and the
native snack lángos: fried dough
filled with sour cream and cheese.
Nagycsarnok was designed by the
Hungarian architect Samu Pecz at the
end of the nineteenth century. At the
time, it was one of the most modern
market halls in the world with
high-tech lighting and refrigerated
display cases. With all its ironwork,
Nagycsarnok is reminiscent of a

mid-1990s. The result was impressive;

train station, and also of the work

Nagycsarnok won architectural prizes

of Pecz’s colleague Gustave Eiffel.

and was declared by CNN "the most

Following its destruction during the

beautiful market in the world". It has

Second World War, the market was

since become one of the most important

forced to close its doors. However,

attractions in Budapest. The market is

a major renovation began in the

open every day except Sunday.
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New York: Chelsea Market
Once a biscuit factory, now a trendy covered

the beginning of lean years for the building.

market hall with shops, restaurants, coffee

Fortunately, it was restored to its former glory

shops and bars: Chelsea Market in Manhattan.

in the 1990s and opened in 1997 as a covered

The market receives 5 million visitors a year.

market hall. The wood, steel and bricks of

It’s the place to go for fruit and vegetables,

its past are still visible, along with a plaque

various meats and fish, wines, nuts, cheeses,

detailing the biscuit history of the building.

and also vintage clothing, books and jewellery.

The building was built on the High Line track

Moreover, the building itself is worth a visit. The

– handy for the supply and removal of raw

complex was built in the late nineteenth century

materials. You can, therefore, combine a visit

and then used for decades by the National

to the Chelsea Market with a walk along the

Biscuit Company – now known as Nabisco - for

High Line as it appears today; a beautiful green

the production of its Oreo cookies. In 1959

passage parallel to 10th Avenue. The market is

the manufacturer decided to leave, marking

open every day.

Madrid: Mercado de San Miguel

Rotterdam: Markthal

houses around 100 food stalls, terraces,
shops and a supermarket, but also over
200 apartments with a view over the
market plaza below. The architects,
MVRDV, initially wanted the windows
on the market side of the apartments
to open – probably so that the residents
could then shout: "Honey, bring some
cheese!” – but the idea did not make the
final cut. On the ceiling of the Markthal
- no less than 40 meters high - is a work
of art equally iconic as the building itself
by Arno Coenen, known as ‘Horn of
Plenty’. The gray colour of the exterior
of the Markthal was deliberately chosen

The first real covered market hall in the

to draw attention to the explosion of

Netherlands is called… Market hall.

colours inside. The artwork is no less

Down to Earth, just like the people of

than 11,000 m2 in size and provided the

Rotterdam. The delicasies hall – with

Markthal with its nickname of ‘Sistine

a range of products both savory and

Chapel’. Opposite the Markthal stand

sweet – follows the proven recipe:

more iconic structures – the Cube Houses

good food in a covered hall of iconic

that were built some 40 years earlier. Just

architecture. The city was mostly

two reasons to visit the architecturally

destroyed during the Second World War,

impressive city of Rotterdam as soon

and is today renowned for its ultra-

as you can. The Markthal is open daily

modern architecture. The spectacular

and is a 20-minute drive from the Bolidt

arched building of the Markthal not only

Innovation Center.

Mercado de San Miguel (Market of Saint Michael) was one of the first covered market
halls in Madrid. The beautiful, monumental steel and glass building dates from 1916
and has justifiably received Spanish cultural heritage status. The market hall is close to
such tourist attractions as the Plaza Mayor and the Royal Palace. Although the market
hall attracts many foreign visitors as a result, the Madrilenians also like to visit their mercado. Here, they meet with friends and catch up over delicacies from all over Spain, such
as pimientos de padrón (mild peppers) from Galicia, pinchos (pieces of bread topped
with all kinds of tasty ingredients) from the Basque country and sidra (apple wine) from
Asturias. So when in Madrid, in addition to having a great meal, you can also enjoy
people watching in the Mercado de San Miguel; wherever in the world they come from.
The market is open every day.
Food is not just eating energy

It's an
experience
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T H E B O L I D T I N N O V A T I O N C E N T E R

LEARN, CREATE AND

INNOVATE
THE BOLIDT INNOVATION CENTER IS A BREEDING GROUND FOR INNOVATION, A SOURCE OF
INSPIRATION. CLIENTS IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY SEE, FEEL AND EXPERIENCE HOW MATERIALS
ARE CREATED. BEGIN WORK IN THE OPEN SOURCE LABORATORY. COME UP WITH NEW
APPLICATIONS OF THERMOSETTING SYNTHETICS YOURSELF. AT THE BOLIDT INNOVATION
CENTER, HISTORY IS WRITTEN AND THE FUTURE IS MADE. A VISIT HERE CONTINUES TO
RESONATE LONG AFTER YOU LEAVE.

View on the exhibition floor from the visitors' balcony
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R&D Center, a "living" lab

“We believe in the added value of
co-creation: engaging with clients on
new applications and techniques or jointly
rolling out commercial activities.“
use of glass, diverse program components
can be viewed simultaneously. You arrive
via a glass entrance with a view of one of
the laboratories where, throughout the day,
test samples are made. There are several
interactive test installations on the immense
exhibit floor where you can get started with
the thermosetting synthetics. The ‘Zoom in’
exhibit, for example, shows how materials are
made antibacterial at the microscopic level. In
the grandstand - the Ted - diverse variants of
the Bolidtop® 700 system are on display: floors
that seamlessly connect to tiles, floors with
Rotterdam: world port and gateway to Europe.

different drainage incorporated and floors with

The ideal starting point for a visit to the Bolidt

various baseboards. This gives clients in the

Innovation Center. Step aboard a high-speed

food industry an impression of what is possible

water taxi for a short boat trip past projects and

with the non-slip, seamless, antibacterial and

clients. At the end, the Bolidt Innovation Center

therefore hygienic, systems from Bolidt. In the

awaits, where a unique program is tailored

Bolidt Innovation Center, materials are also

specifically to your visit.

subjected to ruthless mechanical tests. With

The story of Bolidt can be summarized in a
few words: more than 55 years of innovation,
replacing traditional materials in order to provide
a better quality of life and environment. Bolidt
is a pioneer in every sector in which it operates
and is focused on innovation in order that its
customers can excel in their profession. The
drive to innovate has also produced many
groundbreaking, sustainable materials that are
now used worldwide in the food industry. It’s a
very strong story and one that is too interesting
to simply relay. You have to see it, feel it,
experience it. To make materials yourself, try
them out, test them and come up with new

the ‘Pounder’, for example, you can test the

applications. All of this is possible in the Bolidt

strength of the materials. Then you can put on

Innovation Center.

put virtual reality glasses and take a bird’s-eye
view of Bolidt employees working on projects

Rigorous testing

around the world.

The Bolidt Innovation Center has been set up
as a transparent "living lab". As a visitor you

The Bolidt Innovation Center is fully equipped to

will be immersed in the world of synthetics.

show the added value of Bolidt in each market

With the open floor plans and the frequent

segment. It is a spectacular theatre, as well as
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being an interesting museum presenting the

of thought. Properties such as antibacterial,

SHARING AND CO-CREATION:

history of the world of Bolidt. At the same time,

seamless, wear-resistant or heat-resistant come

IT ALL HAPPENS IN THIS HIGH-

real people are working in the labs and you, as

in handy in numerous sectors. In the Bolidt

TECH BUILDING – TO THE

a visitor, can actively work in the open source

Innovation Center, solutions from one sector

STANDARD OF THE BREEAM

laboratory. You can look over the shoulders of

are ‘adapted’ with those of another. As a result

EXCELLENT

INNOVATION,

KNOWLEDGE

Bolidt employees to see how innovations arise

of the success of this practice, Bolidt has come

THAT DEPICTS THE STORY OF

and you have the opportunity to shape the

to believe in the added value of co-creation:

BOLIDT. TRANSPARENT, ALL-

future of the food industry. You can perform

discussing new applications and techniques for

UNDER-ONE ROOF, FOCUSED

experiments with the material, make your own

the joint rollout of commercial activities with

ON ‘CHEMISTRY’.

test samples (or have them made) and come

clients.

CERTIFICATE

-

up with new applications. By working yourself
with the synthetics, you really get to know the

Innovation, knowledge sharing and co-creation:

extensive functionality of Bolidt’s floors. The

it all happens in this high-tech building – to the

systems have been especially developed for

standard of the BREEAM Excellent certificate

the food industry, to contribute to food safety

- that depicts the story of Bolidt. Transparent,

and thus to the sustainability of the business

all-under-one roof, focused on ‘chemistry’.

process. Bolidt floors ensure that production

Additionally, present within the Bolidt Innovation

does not have to be stopped as a result of

Center are a library, restaurant, sports facilities

a bacterial outbreak. If you visit the Bolidt

and a boardroom with a view over water. A fully

Innovation Center, you will go home with

transparent elevator takes visitors to a colourful

more knowledge, new insights, brilliant ideas,

roof terrace, a showcase of all the outdoor

ultra-new applications or, at the very least, a

applications from Bolidt. Rotterdam is visible

head filled with inspiration. The experience

in the distance, but as a visitor to the Bolidt

resonates long after your visit. Is such a seamless

Innovation Center you'd rather not leave.

system the perfect hygienic solution for our
slaughterhouse? Can we have the floors of our
new factory cast in the colours of our house
style? Is the rough floor finish not ideal for our
bakery?
Cross-pollination and co-creation
Bolidt is a real niche player. Those who work in
the poultry industry often assume that Bolidt
only makes floor systems for hatcheries. That’s
logical. However, Bolidt works for all sectors
of the food industry and innovations often
arise through ‘cross-pollination’. So away with
the inside-the-box thinking. Throughout the
Bolidt Innovation Center are visible icons that
correspond to the five themes upon which
Bolidt is continuously innovating: design,
sustainability, safety, hygiene, data & energy. Not
looking at sectors, but at themes offers freedom

A VISIT TO THE BOLIDT INNOVATION
CENTER IS ONLY POSSIBLE UPON
REQUEST. BOLIDT RECEIVES
APPROXIMATELY 15,000 VISITORS PER
YEAR: CLIENTS AND GOVERNMENTAL
AND KNOWLEDGE INSTITUTIONS. A
TAILOR-MADE PROGRAM IS COMPILED
FOR EACH VISITOR. CLIENTS IN THE
FOOD INDUSTRY CAN VISIT THE BOLIDT
INNOVATION CENTER IN COMBINATION
WITH A TOUR OF DUTCH COMPANIES,
FAIRS AND EVENTS. MOREOVER,
ROTTERDAM IS AN EXCELLENT BASE
FOR DISCOVERING THE EUROPEAN
FOOD INDUSTRY.

Visit and combine
You can visit the Bolidt Innovation Center

ROTTERDAM

on request; a programme will be tailored
specifically for you. Clients in the food sector
can combine a visit to the Bolidt Innovation
Center with a tour of Dutch companies, fairs
and events.

AMSTERDAM

VAN GOGH
MUSEUM

DELTAWERKEN

EVENTS

EUROPAIN
SÜDBACK
ANUGA
PROSWEETS

EVENTS

437 KM
600 KM
239 KM
239 KM

FISH INTERNATIONAL
FOOD SAFETY 2020
VIV EUROPE
HORECAVA

EVENTS

386 KM
465 KM
63 KM
95 KM

DAIRY INNOVATION
SUMMIT
809 KM
POTATO EUROPE
329 KM
AGRIBEX
132 KM

EVENTS

ITECHMER LORIENT
NUTREVENT
CHOCOLAT ET
GOURMANDIZES

935 KM
215 KM
400 KM

HEINEKEN
EXPERIENCE

MARKTHAL

VIV EUROPE

If you want to visit the Bolidt
Innovation Center we can provide
a customized made program.

HORECAVA

Interested?
Visit our website at
www.bolidtinnovationcenter.com
or send your request to
experience@bolidt.com.

EXPERIENCE
CENTERS

UNILEVER FOODS
TONY CHOCOLONELY
BRANDSTORE
DANONE NUTRICIA

EXPERIENCE
CENTERS

81 KM
95 KM
63 KM

PANEREX BAKERY
UNIVERSITY WAGENINGEN
FRIESLAND CAMPINA
HEINEKEN EXPERIENCE

VARIOUS

183 KM
81 KM
81 KM
95 KM

ROTTERDAM
AMSTERDAM
KEUKENHOF
KINDERDIJK

AND ALSO

18 KM
95 km
81 KM
8 KM

VAN GOGH MUSEUM
95 KM
ANNE FRANK HUIS
95 KM
CHEESE MARKET ALKMAAR 117 KM
GRAND PRIX ZANDVOORT
94 KM
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FOOD FOR
EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE, THAT'S WHAT MARKETING IS ALL ABOUT NOWADAYS. AN ‘EXPERIENCE CENTER’
IS THE ULTIMATE WAY FOR A COMPANY TO CREATE A POSITIVE VIBE AROUND ITS BRAND. THE
FOOD INDUSTRY HAS ALSO DISCOVERED AND EMBRACED THE PHENOMENON. MORE AND MORE
FOOD COMPANIES IN THE NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM ARE PROVIDING A GLIMPSE INTO THEIR
KITCHEN WITH THEIR OWN EXPERIENCE CENTER. HOWEVER, HERE IT IS ABOUT MUCH MORE
THAN JUST EXPERIENCE. THE FOOD INDUSTRY LIKES TO COMBINE ‘EXPERIENCE’ WITH EDUCATION
AND INNOVATION.

The Bakery by
Panerex

Experience
Center
Van Gelder

IN 2012, COCA-COLA
INTRODUCED THE ‘HUG
MACHINE’ IN SINGAPORE FOR
THE FIRST TIME, A VENDING
MACHINE THAT YOU HAVE
TO CUDDLE TO GET A CAN
OF SODA. IT IS A SMALL BUT
VERY EFFECTIVE FORM OF
‘EXPERIENCE MARKETING’:
GIVING CUSTOMERS A GOOD
FEELING ABOUT A BRAND
THROUGH EXPERIENCE. PEOPLE
THEN LOVE TO SHARE SUCH
A ‘HAPPY EXPERIENCE’ WITH
THEIR FRIENDS. AS A COMPANY,
YOU CAN'T HAVE BETTER
INFLUENCERS. JUDGING BY THE
HAPPY FACES SEEN ON SOCIAL
MEDIA, COCA-COLA IS STILL
PROVING VERY EFFECTIVE WITH
THE CUDDLE MACHINE.

Marketing nowadays is all about ‘experience’.

experience centers of food companies are very

Straightforward promotion and sales of a

often equipped with a large kitchen. Tasting is,

product has had its day. Today's consumers

by definition, experience and a wonderful way

are well-informed and have already read a

to develop and test new products together with

company's sales pitch on the internet. They

customers, suppliers and other stakeholders.

want more: to learn something instead of just
listening, creative interaction with a company

Experience, education and inspiration are

and, above all, to experience a brand. That

keywords that are regularly used when it comes

offers companies great opportunities: they

to experience centers in the food industry. Take

can offer their customers a special experience

Panerex, the Belgian bread and pastry bakery

through such a form of marketing and create

that opened a state-of-the-art branch in the

a positive vibe around their brand. The perfect

municipality of Maasmechelen last year. This

place for this: an experience center. Beer

family business has been around for more than

brewers, oil companies, kitchen manufacturers,

80 years and, a few years back, decided that

football clubs: many self-respecting brands

it was time for growth. However, they decided

nowadays have such an ‘experience building’.

this was not to be in an anonymous building on
an anonymous industrial site. Instead, Panerex

Baking your own bread

built an ‘experience bakery’ of 2,500 m2, a large

The food industry has also discovered and

part of which is open to the public. Customers

embraced the experience center. More and

can buy their baguettes and croissants while

more food companies are providing a glimpse

watching, in the background, the preparation

into the kitchen and immersing visitors in the

and baking of rice nougatine pies, brioches,

world of meat, fish, dairy, vegetables, fruit,

strawberry puffs and tiger breads. It doesn't

bread and pastries. It’s a logical development; if

stop there; in the design bakery, customers

there is one segment that lends itself perfectly

can also learn how to bake bread themselves

to experience, then it is the food industry. The

and experience first-hand what is involved in
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preparing a real Limburg vlaai. Under the title

explain what the process looks like, from

‘The Academy by Panerex’, Panerex offers a

grower to end users. This way, visitors can

wide range of inspiring bakery workshops to

learn everything about growing, packaging,

private individuals and companies, as well as

processing, storing and transporting fruit and

schools, including intensive hands-on sessions

vegetables. Talking about education – next to

and extensive bakery tours.

the building, soon there will be 75 different
types of fruit tree in an orchard. The children

Vertical cultivation

from the neighborhood can learn here that

Seeing, tasting, smelling and feeling fruit

delicious fruit comes not from a factory, but

and vegetables; that is the aim of the new

grows in nature.

Experience Center that Van Gelder Groente en
Fruit has built in Ridderkerk in the Netherlands.

The Van Gelder Experience Center is given the

In addition to experience, education and

shape and transparency of a greenhouse. Real

inspiration are also central here. The wholesaler

vegetables are grown vertically on the top floor.

wants to better place the fruit and vegetable

The innovation center of the wholesaler also

sector on the map nationally and internationally

aims, together with customers, to develop new

and to share its knowledge in the field of

products with more taste and higher nutritional

healthy food and sustainability with customers,

values. Van Gelder has called upon the help of

suppliers, governments and students. In the

PlantLab, a company specialized in innovative

Experience Center, Van Gelder is happy to

vertical cultivation. Those who grow vegetables
also, naturally, want to taste them. Van Gelder
therefore organizes workshops for visitors in
the enormous kitchen next to the greenhouse.
Newly developed products from the greenhouse
are immediately and extensively tested here - as
should be the case in an experience center.
A breeding ground for innovation
Van Gelder's initiative shows that experience
centers in the food industry are about more
than ‘just’ marketing. They are true breeding
grounds for innovation. Also take a look at
FrieslandCampina's Innovation Center. The dairy
group brings together expertise in the field
of research & development, marketing, sales
and logistics with the aim of developing new
concepts and products. That FrieslandCampina
is serious about this is evidenced by the
location: the company’s Innovation Center has,
since 2013, been located on the campus of
Wageningen University & Research, one of the

FrieslandCampina
Innovation Centre

most important universities in the world in the
field of agriculture and food technology.

Global Foods
Innovation
Centre by
Unilever

Fokkema & Partners Architecten BV

BOLIDT: FOR THE PERFECT
EXPERIENCE

A STATE-OF-THE-ART BUILDING

The philosophy behind the innovation center

Research has yet another high-tech experience

CALLS FOR A PERFECT

is that innovation thrives best in broad, open

center: the Global Foods Innovation Center of

FLOOR. THAT IS WHY VAN

partnerships. As well as the approximately 450

food company Unilever. About 550 employees

GELDER GROENTE EN FRUIT

employees that come together in Wageningen,

from research & development, researchers

INSTALLED AROUND 6,500

FrieslandCampina can also easily collaborate

and students from the university, startups,

M OF BOLIDT FLOORS IN ITS

here with scientists and other companies active

knowledge centers and consumers can

NEW EXPERIENCE CENTER.

in the dairy industry. The dairy group sets the

meet here and, according to Unilever, work

FOR THE INNOVATION CENTER

bar high; the innovation center must provide

together in a sustainable way on healthy food

OF FRIESLANDCAMPINA,

solutions to major social issues, such as feeding

innovations. The aim being to deliver ‘food for

BOLIDT CREATED CUSTOMIZED

the growing world population with sufficient

the future’; sustainable foods that can cope

FLOORS FOR THE RECEPTION

nutrients and affordable food. According to

with the strong growth of global food needs.

HALL, LABORATORIES AND

FrieslandCampina, milk has many more benefits

The energy-neutral building itself is in any case

INDUSTRIAL SPACES. PANEREX

to offer.

futureproof. Unilever recently won two BREEAM

2

Awards, including the audience award.

OPTED FOR QUALITY FLOORING
FROM BOLIDT, BECAUSE

The Innovation Center of FrieslandCampina –

OF ITS WEAR AND SLIP

a total of almost 20,000 m2 and rewarded with

The 18,000 m2 Global Foods Innovation Center

RESISTANCE, AND BECAUSE OF

the BREEAM sustainability certificate – consists

has various laboratories and a real ‘Pilot Plant’

ITS ATTRACTIVE APPEARANCE

of laboratories, rooms for taste tests, a test

where new products are made in limited

AND HIGH-QUALITY FINISH.

factory and of course…. an experience center.

volumes. This pilot plant is connected to the

THE VARIOUS COMPONENTS

In the ‘innovation kitchen’ and ‘test bakery’,

‘Food & Customer Experience’; no fewer than

OF THE NEW GLOBAL FOODS

employees and visitors from all over the world

five test kitchens where experiments are being

INNOVATION CENTER FROM

can taste, smell and feel dairy products.

carried out with new sustainable ingredients and
recipes. Employees, nutrition experts, students

UNILEVER ALSO RECEIVED
CUSTOM FLOORS FROM BOLIDT,

Food for the future

and consumers can test all kinds of innovations

TOTALING NEARLY 5000 M .

The campus of Wageningen University &

here, daily and share their findings.

2
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Hendrik-jan Dijkers
Senior Technical Support Specialist

OPTIMAL
SAFETY

of various floor systems. But what is skid
resistance anyway? Hendrik-jan Dijkers, Senior
Technical Support Specialist and employed
in the R&D Center, explains. “Skid resistance
is the degree of resistance that a floor offers
against slipping or sliding. Bolidt supplies floors
in many degrees of skid resistance; based on
the needs of the client. By matching the skid
resistance to the wishes of the customer and
the space where the floor will be located, our

Textured floor optimally
protects employees

floors contribute optimally to the safety of
employees. For example, a butter factory needs
a floor with more texture than one where

A FLOOR IN A FOOD COMPANY MUST BE

the production process is drier. Looking at

TEXTURED, EASY TO CLEAN AND RESISTANT

the space: in a production department that is

TO CLEANING AGENTS. BOLIDT FULFILLS ALL

regularly sprayed clean with water and cleaning

THOSE PROMISES AND PUTS A LOT OF TIME

agents, a floor must offer more texture than in

AND EFFORT INTO DEVELOPING AND TESTING

a ‘dry’ warehouse. The risks of falls are usually

THE FLOOR. THE RESULT IS IMPRESSIVE:

less there.”

A BOLIDT FLOOR OPTIMALLY CONTRIBUTES
TO THE SAFETY OF EMPLOYEES AND HYGIENE

To make a floor textured, the properties of the

IN A FOOD COMPANY.

floor systems are adjusted. So-called ‘macro
and micro additives’ are incorporated. "The

A textured floor is literally of vital importance in

larger the grain, the more skid-resistant the

the food industry. Cleaning is carried out with

floor,” says Dijkers.

water and cleaning agents and everything falls
on the floor at food companies. Things such as

Greased with oil

butter, fatty fish and blood and flour. Because

How does a client know how textured his floor

of this, a floor can become very slippery. In

is? The skid resistance of floors in the food

order to ensure that employees can work

industry is usually expressed with the so-called

safely and not slip or fall, a floor must be made

R-value. This indicates the skid resistance value

sufficiently textured, though not too rough,

of a surface and is measured in a laboratory.

because then bacteria can nestle in the floor

The floor surface is then lubricated with oil

and it cannot be cleaned properly. That is bad

and tested on an adjustable sloping surface.

for the hygiene within a food company and a

Under these conditions, a tester walks the

threat to food safety. A floor must also remain

floor surface with safety shoes. This test yields

textured, even if it is cleaned daily with water

R-values from 9 to 13; with an R-value of 13

and cleaning agents.

the angle of inclination is greatest and the
floor surface is therefore the roughest. Dijkers:

Butter factory or bakery?

“Some clients in the food industry require a

All in all a challenging assignment for the Bolidt

floor with a minimal R-value. To demonstrate

R&D Center. Here researchers are engaged in

that we can meet this standard, we have the

the development and testing of skid resistance

floor tested by an external measuring agency.
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Hans van den Boogert
Senior Technical Support Specialist

If this independent measurement shows that

(GMG200). A rubber or leather measuring foot

the floor has at least this R-value, the measuring

with a fixed mass is pulled over the floor surface

agency issues a certificate. That way the client

at a constant speed and thus measures the so-

can be sure that he is purchasing the right floor

called friction coefficient.”

in his factory.”
Van den Boogert explains that both methods
Bolidt also performs all kinds of skid resistance

are used on location. “We test the degree of

tests, for example to verify whether the R-value

skid resistance on both new and existing floors.

is correct, says Hans van den Boogert, (Bolidt's

When a client wants a certain skid resistance,

Senior Technical Support Specialist). “We use a

we measure on the spot with, for example,

Skid Resistance Tester (SRT). A pendulum makes

the SRT method, whether the applied system

a fall movement, drags over the floor surface

indeed meets the requested skid resistance.

and the extent to which it swings is a measure

For an existing floor, we can test on behalf of

of the skid resistance. We also use a Tribometer

the customer whether a floor is still sufficiently

textured over time. The surface may wear

high skid resistance, which can also be easily

due to improper loading or incorrect use of

cleaned and stay clean. That means employees

undiluted cleaning agents. But then you are

are very safe on the floor.”

talking about floors that are 15 years old.”
Textured and clean
At Bolidt, the property of skid resistance has
a high priority. “Cleanability in combination
with creating a degree of skid resistance is also
very important,” says Dijkers. “Our customers
want a safe working environment that is also
easy to keep clean. We are always working on
perfecting that combination. We have now
developed a selection of systems with a very
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THE NETHERLANDS:

WORLD LEADER
IN POULTRY
TECHNOLOGY

BOLIDT HAS BEEN WORKING FOR LARGE CLIENTS IN THE INTERNATIONAL POULTRY INDUSTRY
FOR MANY YEARS. THE BASIS FOR THIS SUCCESS LIES IN THE NETHERLANDS. THE NETHERLANDS
IS KNOWN AS THE MOST IMPORTANT POULTRY COUNTRY IN THE WORLD. BILLIONS OF EGGS
AND MILLIONS OF KILOS OF CHICKEN MEAT ARE EXPORTED ABROAD EVERY YEAR. IMPORTANT
INNOVATIONS IN POULTRY TECHNOLOGY COME FROM DUTCH COMPANIES. WHAT EXPLAINS THE
SUCCESS OF THE DUTCH POULTRY INDUSTRY? AN INTERVIEW WITH FORMER RESEARCHER AND
WIDELY RECOGNIZED POULTRY EXPERT PIET SIMONS.
Piet Simons grew up in a small Dutch village

meat chain produce around 1 million tons of

on a chicken and pig farm. Because one of

chicken meat every year. About 65% of this

his brothers took over the company from his

goes abroad. Both production chains consist

father, he had to do something else. He went

of many companies that are mainly concerned

to study at the Agricultural University in the city

with propagation, breeding and production. The

of Wageningen and still ended up among his

technology suppliers annually account for 2.1

beloved chickens. As a scientific researcher, he

billion in revenue. Around 75% of their products

experienced up close how the Dutch poultry

– incubators, egg sorting machines, integrated

sector experienced enormous growth through

housing systems and slaughter machines – go

all sorts of innovations. Simons: "Take the egg

abroad. The Dutch suppliers thus jointly have an

chain. When I was a little boy, hens laid around

important worldwide market share.

150 eggs a year. Nowadays they lay 330. That
is thanks to sophisticated breeding programs.

Strong knowledge infrastructure

By going further with chickens with the best

According to Simons, the robust development

production figures, Dutch breeders have lifted

of the Dutch poultry industry can be attributed

the egg chain to a much higher level."

to various factors. "After the Second World War,
the Dutch Government invested in scientific

Today, the Dutch poultry industry consists of

research, information and education. This has

an impressive collection of poultry farmers,

yielded a great deal of knowledge and a strong

suppliers and service providers. Together they

knowledge infrastructure that poultry farmers

represent an annual turnover of 5.4 billion

and suppliers still benefit from. In addition, the

euros. The sector can be divided into two

Dutch poultry industry has always had to deal

production chains: eggs and meat. The egg

with action groups that stood up for animal

chain consists of around 1,000 companies that

welfare and the environment. Protests have

produce 11 billion eggs annually. Around 60%

never been so strong in any other country.

of this is exported, in particular to Germany.

Because of that pressure, Dutch companies have

The approximately 1,000 companies in the

continued to innovate. Finally, the Netherlands
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is of course an export country. We trade our
knowledge and products to countries all over
the world. And that also applies to the poultry
sector."
Thanks to the knowledge infrastructure that was
created, small companies of poultry farmers –
in many cases starting in a barn – could grow
into real companies, according to Simons. He
says that Moba, manufacturer of machines for
sorting, packaging and processing eggs, is a good
example. "Poultry farmer Job Mosterd developed
his own egg sorting machine in 1947 and then
continued to perfect it. The result is impressive;
today about 80 percent of all egg sorting
machines in the world come from this company.
Isn’t that fantastic! Vencomatic is another good
example. In 1983, poultry farmer Cor van de
Ven came up with a pioneering invention in his
barn: the first automated laying nest for hens
producing for the meat industry. That company

Engineer Piet Simons, a lifetime in the poultry sector

now has more than 350 employees and is a
global supplier of innovative systems for setting

Doctor of Engineering Piet Simons (83) is a former

up poultry farms. Ab Jansen also developed an

researcher and internationally recognized as a poultry

automated laying nest for these hens in 1986. His

expert. He studied at the Agricultural University in

company, Jansen Poultry Equipment, is nowadays

Wageningen – the predecessor of Wageningen University

known worldwide as a supplier of innovative

& Research – and did almost 40 years of research at the

poultry systems. Gerrit Pas already invented an

former research institute Het Spelderholt in Beekbergen.

incubation system in 1919, thereby laying the

As a researcher, in the 1960s Simons was the first in

foundation for Royal Pas Reform, nowadays an

the world to use an electron microscope to visualize

international supplier of incubators. I could go

the microstructure of the eggshell and the membrane

on, there are numerous examples."

membranes. He also made an important contribution to
improving the digestibility of phosphorus in poultry feed

Number 1

by adding the enzyme phytase. His work earned him a

For every issue in the poultry industry a Dutch

place in the International Poultry Hall of Fame. For a long

company has come up with a solution. Simons

time, Simons was associated with the World’s Poultry

is confident in taking up that position. "The

Science Association as president and later as secretary

Netherlands is the world's most important

general. He is currently an ambassador for the Dutch

innovator when it comes to sustainable

Poultry Center, a network organization that represents

production technologies in the poultry sector.

the Dutch poultry sector internationally. Simons is the

We have made important inventions in the field

author of various books about poultry. Interestingly he is

of energy saving, reduction of greenhouse gas

currently working on a children's book about the chicken.

and particulate matter emissions, improvement

FOR

EVERY

ISSUE

IN

THE

POULTRY INDUSTRY A DUTCH
COMPANY

HAS

COME

UP

WITH A SOLUTION FOR IT.
THE

NETHERLANDS

IS

THE

WORLD'S MOST IMPORTANT
INNOVATOR WHEN IT COMES

of animal welfare, food, processing of manure,

during those first days. Early feeding is good for

TO SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION

tracing and preventing diseases and monitoring

the development of the stomach and intestines

TECHNOLOGIES

food safety. Furthermore, our country is at

of chicks. This ensures better food intake and a

the forefront of breeding and development of

stronger immune system. This can limit the use

incubators, egg sorting machines, integrated

of antibiotics."

POULTRY SECTOR.

IN

THE

housing and pharmaceutical products for
chickens. We are just the number 1 in the

Vaccination of embryo

world."

Another important Dutch innovation is the
detection and vaccination of living embryos in

The Netherlands is also an important supplier

eggs. The company Viscon, which specializes

of high-quality slaughter machines that are

in hatchery automation, has developed a new

exported worldwide. With the increasing

‘in-ovo vaccination machine’ for this. With this

international demand for chicken, the demand

method, vaccines are injected into the amniotic

for faster and more efficient slaughter machines

fluid of the egg. The new machine detects and

also increased. Nowadays, chicken processing

removes non-viable embryos, only vaccinates

is fully automated and pays attention to

the living embryos and then transports the

animal welfare: from numbing the chicken to

vaccinated, viable eggs to the hatching

packaging the clean end-product. Through

department. Non-viable eggs can contain

various innovations, Dutch suppliers, such as

pathogenic bacteria; removing them therefore

Meyn, have not only made slaughter more

improves hygiene at a hatchery. Simons: "This

animal-friendly, but also more sustainable. The

method can save on vaccines, because only the

equipment needed to process chicken bred for

viable eggs are vaccinated. The most important

the meat industry has started to consume less

advantage, of course, is that the chicks are

energy over the years.

already given their vaccinations at the hatchery
and therefore arrive well protected at the broiler

As true innovators, Dutch companies stood

holder. They then have to carry out fewer

at the cradle of many pioneering innovations

vaccinations. This way, the chicks can grow

in poultry technology. Recently HatchTech in

beautifully undisturbed."

Veenendaal devised the ‘early feeding’ system.
"A wonderful new development," says Simons.
"After about 21 days of incubation, the chick
comes out of its egg. Before the animal has
access to food and water, it must first be
transported to the broiler house. In practice,
this means that it can be without water and
food for several hours, just at the moment
where important nutrients and moisture are
crucial for its development. A chick can still get
food from the yolk to which it is still connected
by the umbilical cord, but Dutch researchers
discovered that it is much better to feed and
water the animal immediately after hatching.
This ensures a healthier chick and less mortality
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IN
FOOD
A SMART FOOD
COMPANY, NATURALLY,
KEEPS A CLOSE EYE ON
EVERY ‘NEXT BIG THING’.
BUT WHEN DOES A HYPE
BECOME A TREND? AND
WHICH TRENDS BECOME
PERMANENT? HERE ARE
FOUR TRENDS THAT WILL
FOREVER CHANGE THE
FOOD INDUSTRY.

MILK

Mmmm, a glass of VLOG milk
More and more companies in the dairy industry are switching to VLOG milk. That is milk provided
with a certificate from the German association Verband Lebensmittel Ohne Gentechnik (VLOG). The
organization was established to monitor the production of GMO-free food, indicating products that
do not use genetically modified organisms (GMO). The VLOG certification focuses on the entire chain.
For the dairy industry that means from farmer to retail. For example, dairy farmers are only allowed
to give their cows feed that meets the VLOG criteria. So, no concentrates from genetically modified
soy plants, but locally grown roughage, such as grass and maize. In order to be eligible for the
Ohne Gentechnik label, the dairy processor must in turn be able to demonstrate that milk from dairy
farmers and the ingredients used in dairy products comply with the VLOG rule. There is a strong
demand for GMO-free food in Germany. There, more than 50% of the milk is already produced
according to the VLOG standard. Other countries are slowly but surely following. The Scandinavian
dairy cooperative Arla obliged its dairy farmers in Central Europe this year to switch to VLOG feed.
In 2017 FrieslandCampina was the first company in the Netherlands to start the production of VLOG
dairy. The number of dairy farmers supplying VLOG milk to the dairy group rose from 400 to 600 in
2019. FrieslandCampina uses VLOG milk to make cheese for – what else – the German market.

FISH

Opportunities for fish
Growth of the world population means increasing demand for fish
worldwide. Moreover, consumers are increasingly aware of the impact
of food on their health and on the environment. These are important
developments for the seafood industry. Fish plays an important role in
providing humanity with sufficient food and protein. That importance will
only increase in the future. In addition, fish has a major environmental
benefit: the production of fish requires much less feed than the production
of other animal protein sources. It is expected that the growth will not so
much come from caught fish, but mainly from farmed fish. The supply of
fish available for human consumption from aquaculture already exceeds
that of wild fish. This will give seafood companies the opportunity to
promote wild-catch as an exclusive and unique product in the future.
There are even more opportunities: consumers not only want healthy and
sustainable products, but also maximum convenience. Fish products must
therefore have sufficient nutritional value, but must also be quick and easy
to prepare, such as pre-marinated, portioned and/or steamable fish.
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Gluten-free or sourdough?
Gluten-free is not a new trend in the bakery industry. The number of gluten-free breads, cookies and
other bakery products has been increasing for a number of years. The growth can be explained in part
by the fact that more attention has been paid to celiac disease, or gluten intolerance. People who
have this disease get all sorts of symptoms after eating gluten, such as fatigue, abdominal pain and
diarrhea. Some market researchers state that the growth of the gluten-free market will continue for a
while. Consumers see it as a healthier alternative and therefore they increasingly buy it. This group is

BREAD

broader than only people who are gluten intolerant. Others expect a stabilization.
There is also another healthy and popular alternative. The critical critical consumers could just switch
to sourdough bread, one of the healthiest types of bread there is. Sourdough is an age-old way to
make bread rise. Wild yeast and lactic acid bacteria are used instead of baker's yeast. This makes
sourdough bread more nutritious and often easier to digest. Researchers state that sourdough bread
also has prebiotic and probiotic properties. In other words: good for the intestines and digestion. That
is why it is often also safe for people with gluten intolerance. The major ingredient suppliers to the
bakery industry confirm that sourdough is on the rise.

CHICKEN

WHEN DOES A
HYPE BECOME
A TREND?
AND WHICH
TRENDS BECOME
PERMANENT?

Tasty chicks

Optimal hygiene, fresh feed, clean water and sufficient air and light: the poultry industry is doing
everything it can to improve the living conditions in hatcheries. Animal-friendly breeding – an
unmissable trend in this sector – is not only good for animal welfare, but also ensures healthier chicks
and, therefore, a better product. To create the most ideal indoor climate, high-quality systems are
installed for cooling, heating and ventilating hatcheries. The Dutch company HatchTech, for example,
supplied these systems to the new hatchery of the American chick producer Bell & Evans. Another
Dutch company, Viscon, makes systems with which chickens can be vaccinated and transported safely.
This results in less stress for the chicks and therefore ensures better animal welfare. Equipment with
which only live embryos are hatched – also from Viscon – improve hygiene in a hatchery. The result:
fewer sick chicks and less mortality. Another good example of animal-friendly breeding is the ‘early
feeding’ concept of HatchTech, which is supplied to, among others, the German hatchery Optibrut.
Day-old chicks are given water, feed and light immediately after hatching. This way their immune
system starts to work immediately, so that the chicks grow up quicker and need fewer antibiotics.
Bolidt floors also make an important contribution to animal-friendly breeding: the seamless, poretight systems are 100% hygienic and thus ensure a healthier, and therefore more pleasant, living
environment. For this reason, many hatcheries have already opted for Bolidt floors.
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A BRAND WITH A

MISSION
FROM AN ACTION THAT GOT OUT OF HAND,

in the Netherlands – has managed to draw

TONY'S CHOCOLONELY HAS GROWN INTO

attention to slavery on cocoa plantations, but

THE LARGEST CHOCOLATE BRAND IN THE

has also learned in its relatively short history

NETHERLANDS. A COMMERCIAL SUCCESS?

that ‘100% slave-free’ is a difficult objective.

SURE. BUT TONY'S CHOCOLONELY HAS A
HIGHER GOAL: ‘100% SLAVE FREE’ MUST

Chocolate criminal

BECOME THE NORM IN THE CHOCOLATE

Tony’s Chocolonely arose from a hugely

INDUSTRY. THE CHOCOLATE MANUFACTURER

successfully initiative by a Dutch television

IS A WONDERFUL EXAMPLE OF HOW A

program that investigates the origin of food.

COMPANY WITH A DISTINCT MISSION CAN

One of the presenters, journalist Teun van de

CHANGE THE WORLD.

Keuken, later to become ‘Tony’, discovered
in one of the broadcasts in 2005 that child

Anyone who takes a Tony’s Chocolonely out of

labour continues to be exploited on cocoa

the package sees that the chocolate consists

plantations in West Africa. To draw attention to

of uneven pieces. Try to divide the bar evenly.

these abuses, he reported the situation to the

The form is a conscious choice of the company:

police and attempted to get himself convicted

"As long as the profits of the cocoa chain

as a ‘chocolate criminal’. After all, he felt, by

are unevenly distributed, our bar will also

eating chocolate, he was guilty of facilitating

remain so". It’s a philosophy behind both the

child labor. His actions failed: Van de Keuken

success and the ongoing challenge of Tony’s

did not end up in prison, because according

Chocolonely. The brand – now market leader

to the judge, every consumer would have to
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be sentenced. Tony then decided to launch his
own ‘slave-free bar’. This was the birth of Tony’s
Chocolonely.
Tony's assignment, in practice, proved to be
more difficult than expected. ‘Fair Trade’, it
turns out, is not the same thing as ‘slave free’.
Moreover, it became clear that child labour
on the cocoa plantations of West Africa is a
persistent problem. Major chocolate producers
deliberately keep the purchase price of cocoa
low, with the result that the farmers do not
make sufficient earnings. Therefore, the working
conditions on the plantations are poor and the
children of the farmers have to work with them
in order to generate income.
A living wage
The more ‘Tony's’ carries out research on the
cocoa industry, the clearer its own principles
become. The company wants to put an end to
all forms of forced labour on cocoa plantations,
to guarantee cocoa farmers a decent income and
to work exclusively with traceable cocoa beans.
Tony’s enters into long-term price agreements
with cooperatives in Ghana and Ivory Coast
– where most of the cocoa comes from and
where the abuses are greatest - in order to offer
farmers more income security. By concluding
these contracts, the company says it knows, with
100% certainty, where each cocoa bean in a
THE FIRST TONY'S CHOCOLONELY

bar comes from. Tony’s monitors the welfare of

BAR IS BORN ON THE 29TH OF

the children of the farmers who supply Tony’s,

NOVEMBER 2005: IT'S A MILK

conducting research into where and why child

CHOCOLATE BAR PACKAGED IN

labour takes place.

AN ALARMING RED WRAPPER.
IT'S

FAIRTRADE

AND

‘100%

With its stated mission, Tony’s does not want

SLAVE-FREE'. 5,000 FAIRTRADE

to be a chocolate manufacturer, so much as a

MILK

company that makes an impact – and chocolate.

CHOCOLATE

BARS

ARE

PRODUCED BUT IT TURNS OUT

Speaking of impact: in addition to the

THIS ISN'T ENOUGH. THEY'RE

Netherlands, the bars are now also available in

A

Belgium, Germany, Sweden, Finland, Denmark,

HUGE

SUCCESS:

13,000

CHOCOLATE BARS ARE SOLD!

the United Kingdom and the United States.

Crazy
about
chocolat,
serious
about
people

More countries means more consumers coming

flour factory and now a national monument

into contact with Tony's message. The company

along the North Sea Canal. By taking control of

sells 36.5 million bars annually and works

the production – the chocolate bars are currently

directly with more than 5,000 farmers who,

still produced in factories in Belgium – Tony's

according to the company, can "earn a living

can offer a clearer explanation of the workings

wage." Furthermore, Tony’s claims that all its

of the chocolate chain. In addition to its role

cocoa beans are traceable, directly from farmers'

as a factory, ‘Tony’s Circus’ is set to become

cooperatives in Ghana and Ivory Coast.

an attraction, including a roller coaster(!) and
a restaurant. 500,000 visitors are anticipated

Tongue in cheek

annually.

Despite the serious nature of its mission, Tony's
is a company that likes to do things tongue

Child labor

in cheek. Their bars have appeared in striking

Amusement park or not, Tony's primary goal is

flavors such as white raspberry cracker sugar,

still to change the cocoa industry and put an

dark milk pretzel toffee and milk passion fruit

end to forced labor. Yet there is still a long way

yogurt. Company Managing Director Henk Jan

to go. The latest ‘jaarFAIRslag’ – a play on the

Beltman is also the company's CCO, or Chief

Dutch word ‘jaarverslag’, meaning annual report

Chocolate Officer. On ‘Formal Friday’, all Tony’s

– by Tony's for 2017/2018 states that there are

employees dress smartly. ‘Desk Bingo’ ensures

still 30,000 people victims to modern slavery

that everyone sits at a different desk every six

and that 2.1 million children in Ghana and Ivory

months. In 2017, the company announced the

Coast work under illegal conditions on the land,

sale of shares with a stock market registration.

because their parents earn too little from the

According to Tony's, this was meant to raise

harvest. In 2017/2018, 268 cases of child labor

more money for the company’s mission. It

were found at Tony's partner cooperatives in

turned out to be a PR stunt promoting the

Ghana and Ivory Coast.

opening of a Tony's store in the Beurs van
Berlage stock exchange in Amsterdam.

Tony's therefore does not dare to call its bars
‘100 percent slave-free.’ The slogan on the

Last year Tony’s announced its plans for the

packaging has changed over time to: "Together

Tony’s Chocolonely Chocolate Circus: its own

we’ll make chocolate 100% slave free". Let us

chocolate factory and amusement park in

hope that the initial claim will quickly return to

Zaandam, the Netherlands. The new site was

the wrapper and that, from then onwards, the

to be located in the Pakhuis de Vrede, a former

bar will be presented in neat pieces.
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FIFTY SHADES

OF EVERY

COLOUR?
Colours and signage of increasing
importance in the food industry
SEAMLESS, ANTIBACTERIAL AND EXTREMELY HYGIENIC: THESE ARE THE MAIN
REASONS WHY THE FOOD INDUSTRY OPTS FOR BOLIDT FLOORS. BUT COLOURS AND
SIGNAGE ALSO PLAY AN INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT ROLE IN THEIR CHOICE, BECAUSE
OF THEIR FUNCTIONALITY – AND APPEARANCE. PRODUCTION DEPARTMENTS MUST
LOOK SUPER SLEEK.

Of course, you can have a Bolidt floor applied

Bakeries use colours to distinguish the different

in gray. It is - in many shades by the way - still

departments."

the most widely sold colour. But more and
more managers, production heads and plant

According to Van Wijnen, colours can be very

managers in the food industry realise that with

effective in creating greater personal and food

other colours they can create an even safer and

safety. “Let me give two examples. In the

more hygienic working environment, says Ton

food factory of Inproba, a specialist in oriental

van Wijnen, food specialist at Bolidt. “In the

foods, Bolidt has installed blue floors. But

fish processing industry, and in slaughterhouses

the route for visitors is indicated in red. This

and hatcheries, for example, hygiene is

is safer for pedestrians and employees who,

extremely important. In these fields of work,

for example, might be driving forklifts. With

a company floor is cleaned daily with a high-

regards to food safety; Danone's powdered

pressure washer. The right colour in such

milk factory has floors in two colours, namely

cases, can be very helpful in making dirt clearly

dark blue in the high care area where strict

visible. The same applies to bakeries. They work

hygiene requirements apply and light gray in

with dairy products and meat, among other

the medium care area where the regulations

things; ingredients that are very sensitive to

are less strict. Employees do not have to look

bacteria. These types of company also have

at signs to know which area they are in. They

an intensive cleaning procedure and therefore

see that directly in the colour of the floor. As a

want to see where the dirt is. But colour can

result, they immediately know which protocols

also have a different function in bakeries.

they must adhere to."

Pastry is produced in wet rooms, bread in dry.

A wealth of sector-specific knowledge
Although some clients have explicit wishes with
regard to colours, most of them are happy to
be advised by Bolidt in this area. Van Wijnen:
“By focusing on the food industry, we have
built up a lot of sector-specific knowledge
over the years. Not only about food safety
and hygiene, but also about what colour use

Uninterrupted production process

can mean for the industry. What are suitable
colours for the production department? Which

More and more clients in the

ones perform well in a showroom? We use

food industry are opting for

the knowledge we gain from one project for

Bolidt floors. Bolidt floors ensure

the next assignment. We also like to invite

a hygienic environment in which

customers to the Bolidt Innovation Center to

food safety is guaranteed. A safe

see how we can realize their wishes in terms of

workplace is also created with

colours. ”

the non-slip floor systems. In
addition, the floors contribute to

According to Van Wijnen, it regularly happens

a continuous production process.

that a client reaches a different decision

With the prevention of bacterial

because of Bolidt's advice. “An owner of

outbreaks, production does not

a confectionery factory wanted to have a

have to be interrupted.

light-coloured floor installed throughout his
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company premises. Also in the goods loading

reference projects in this area. Then it becomes

department where forklifts drive in and out all

clear how effective colours and signage are."

day long. We advised him to choose a different,
dark colour here to indicate the roughness of

Nice and fresh

the floor. That roughness is very important. If a

Colours and signage are chosen mainly for

forklift truck is unloading a wet truck, it often

their functionality, though design also plays an

gets wet inside too. A rough floor prevents

increasingly important role. After all, the eye

employees from slipping. By indicating this

wants something too. Van Wijnen: “In recent

surface with a dark colour they also see straight

years, clients have placed more value on the

away where the rough section ends, which is

image of their company and colours play an

also of benefit to their safety. An additional

important role in this. Offices and showrooms

advantage is that the floor also looks cleaner in

that belong to a factory often feature a design

a dark colour."

floor. But clients increasingly want the floors
of their factory to have beautiful colours.

In addition to floors, Bolidt also makes wall

A company that works with stainless steel

finishes. Both connect seamlessly with each

machines, for example, opts for a bright blue

other and thus form an extremely hygienic

floor because the equipment pops out and the

working environment. For these walls, too,

whole looks nice and fresh. Clients are often

the use of colour can greatly increase personal

very proud of their company and are happy to

and food safety in a company. Van Wijnen:

show their customers around. Conversely, their

“The spaces where strict requirements in terms

customers also want to see the company. So, as

of hygiene and safety apply can not only be

well as the offices, the production department

indicated with the floor, but also with the

and the warehouse must also look perfect

walls. If you see white walls with a red stripe

nowadays. Our floors are ideally suited to

at Danone, then you know: I am in the high

giving a company a sleek look."

care zone. Regarding personal safety, not only
the colour, but also signage can make a lot of
things clear. For example, where employees
have to place pallets, indicating that it is
important to leave enough room for transport
movements. Icons, arrows and numbering are
useful for indicating, among other things, fire
prevention, factory routes, pedestrian areas and
dangerous zones. We can show clients various

The synthetic floors and walls are available in all colours. Bolidt uses sixteen powdered pigments that can be mixed in different
proportions. This is done at the Bolidt R&D center where Erthan Elbir, colour specialist at Bolidt, has an eye that is trained in
creating exactly the colour the client wants. "The most complex are the fluorescent colours," says the colour specialist. “But also
for these we have developed special pigments. We can handle any colour challenge. It is always nice to see when a project is
delivered in the exact colour that the customer had in mind."

Visit www.bolidt.com/nl/color-manager for more information about the Bolidt flooring systems and the available colours.
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BOLIDT PROJECTS IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY WORLDWIDE

Dairy Processing
Ausnutria Hyproca
A-ware
Bel Leerdam
CSK laboratorium
Danone Nutricia Haps
Fonterra
Friesche Vlag
FrieslandCampina R&D
Wageningen
FrieslandCampina Veghel
Jacques IJs NV
Leerdammer Company
Mead Johnson
Nestlé
Royal Brinkers
Unilever Rotterdam
Vergeer Kaas
Vreugdenhil
Industrial Bakeries
Allemeersch Bakery
Anton Hessing
Aviateur
Bakery Everaers
Bakery Taverne
Bakery Wustermark
Bakker Bart
Barry Callebaut
Batscheider
Broadway Bakery
Bulthuis Bakery
Dawn foods
De Paauw bakery
Délifrance
Domino's
Fernandes Bakery
Fiore Bakeries
Future Bright Group
General Biscuit

Harry Brot
Hazlewood Foods
Hema superstores
Ihle neubau bäckerei
Il Fornaio Ltd. London
Ikea
Jeurgens Pastry Factory
Meilong Food
Mondelez
Nestlé
OPS
Ovis
Panerex Bakery
Pauldé Backersproducts
Pepsico
Plymco superstores
Prünte Brotbäckerei
Rademaker
Sanday’s Bakeries
Schäfers
Schep’s Bakery
Unilever
United Biscuits
Various projects
Verkade Bakery
Zeelandia
Catering
Delta Daily Food
Delta Daily Food
KLM Catering
Martinair Catering
SAS Catering
Hatcheries
Al Bayad/SGP/Arasco
A’Namaa
Arasco
Aviagen
Aviagen Tula

Banvit
BaromfiCoop
Bell & Evans
Broederij van Gent
Broederij Lagerwey
Chirina Hatchery
Cobb Hatchery
Eiermacher
Fathens
Fukuda
Georgian Broiler
Hendrix Genetics
Lagerweij Hatchery
Pluriton Group
Probroed
Ross Andolou
Torsius
Meat processing
2 Sisters Storteboom
Agricola Bacau
Artislach (slaughterhouse)
Avi- Top
Binet (ham processing)
Bona Avis
Brooke Bond Foods
C+C
Caribbean Broilers
Caroli Foods
Chickmont
Chirina Slaughterhouse
Cobb UK
Danfarm
De Ridder
El Kanana Poultry
Equinox
Eupen
Fathens
Goossens
HawaChicken

Hubei TongXing Cobb
Hy-Line
Jebo Food
Kosarom
l’Ardennaise
Marcela Farms
MasterGood processing plant
Mattaniah
Mintikkis
Nord Norges Salskag
Ostjudske Slagterier
Plukon
Pluma
Schots Vleeswaren
Skjeggerod Slaktefabrik
Stoeffler
Unilever
Westvlees
Fish processing
Palingrokerij Dries v/d Berg
El-Nasser
Fiskesalgs-foreningen
Gabriel
G&B Yerseke
Jaczon Scheveningen
HVC
M. Praet
Makro
Ouwehand Katwijk
Marine Harvest
ROG fishspecialities
Schmidt International
Schot Van Dijke Vishandel
Beverage
All-in drinks
Anadol
Bacardi
Coca Cola

Efes Beer
Eurocitrus
Geladé nv Drinks-service
Heineken brewery
Henkes Distillery
Konings Juices & Drinks
Kooymans
Louis Dreyfus Commodities
Mineral Water Fact.
Multiple Purpose food
ASDA Superstores
B.N. France
Barry Callebaut
Bona Snacks
Brooke Bond Foods
Cereal Partners
CPC/Knorr/Conimex
Farm Frites
Fribo Foods Ltd
Goodlife Foods
Hazlewood Foods
Jong Food
Knapp
Knook AGF
LeDuc Finefood
Marvelo/Albert Heyn
Master Foods
Mc Cormick
Mission Foods
Nissin Foods
Pepsi Tasty Foods
PepsiCo Int.
Rowo Food GmbH
Simba (Pty) Ltd.
St. Ivel
Van Gelder Fruit & Vegetables
Van Melle
VHC Wholesale Catering
Vleems Food

BOLIDT, NO LIMITS

INDUSTRY

MARITIME

Bolidt also has extensive experience in the following industries:

CIVIL-RAIL-INFRA

PUBLIC BUILDINGS

B

O

SALES
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I
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RUUD VAN DER SLOOT, MAURICE STEIJN, DENNIS VAN GREVENBROEK, TON VAN WIJNEN,

FAAIJ,

MARCO

TOORMAN,

MICHEL

KNAAPEN,

JAN

WILLEM

RABENORT

SALES

SUPPORT

WOUTER NUGTEREN, MARRY VERLOOP, MELISSA KOENDERS, SUSAN PRINS, MARLEEN VOETS, SEM MAAIL,

BOB HAMERS, INGRID VAN ES, MARISKA VAN DER VELDEN, VINCENT BEK, SANDER NOBEL, DESIREE RABENORT,

LAURA VAN LANGEN PROJECT SUPPORT BRIGITTA CLARIJS, WESLEY VAN DER WAL, JEFFREY STURRUS

OPERATIONS ANDY HEALEY, ELBERT BOON, JAN KROOS, BURKHARD RODECK, MARTIN VAN ZWAEMEN,

BRETT HAMERS, JOP TER BORG, MARTIJN HEIDA, THEO ROOS, THEO BREEDVELD OPERATIONS SUPPORT

ESTHER KLASEN, BOB HOOGMOED, MARCELLA BUIJTENWEG, SOPHIE HAGE, CORINNE VAN DER WEIDE,

ELISA PILKES

PRODUCTION PETER SMITS, JACCO SCHOOK, YURI RIPMEESTER, PETER VAN ZUIJDAM

PURCHASING MARCEL VAN DEN BERG, JACQUELINE ROSO, FABIAN WOUDEN LOGISTICS NILS VOGEL,

ARIE VAN DER PADT, ELLEN POSTMA, MICHEL VAN DER BURGH, BARRY DE JONG FINANCE WIEKE KANTERS,

PAUL LANGBROEK, PASCAL JANNINK, MARCEL MARKS, JOHN MAN, ROBERT VAN DE GEVEL, SHABELY LOPEZ,

WALTER SCHRIJVERSHOF

SHEQ

SEBASTIAAN

MAINTENANCE PETER TEN HOVE, MARTIN VAN HEEREN, JACCO STOLK

WASSENAAR

LEGAL

NICK

BLOM

R&D

EDWIN

VERHEES,

PAUL

DE

RUIJTER,

PIETER DEN BOER, HANS VAN DEN BOOGERT, HENDRIK-JAN DIJKERS, JORDI OSKAMP ... AND MANY OTHERS.

Get in touch with the specialists
of Bolidt via Linkedin or via the
contact details below:
Poultry
Dennis van Grevenbroek
M +31 (0)6 46 09 47 82
E dgrevenbroek@bolidt.com
Dairy
Michel Knaapen
M +31 (0)6 11 61 65 15
E mknaapen@bolidt.com
Bakeries
Bas Faaij
M +31 (0)6 21 10 41 19
E bfaaij@bolidt.com
Fish processing
Marco Toorman
M +31 (0)6 27 65 00 72
E mtoorman@bolidt.com
Allround food specialist
Ton van Wijnen
M +31 (0)6 54 91 75 88
E twijnen@bolidt.com
CEO
Rientz W. Bol
rwbol@bolidt.com
Commercial Director
Ruud van der Sloot
r.vandersloot@bolidt.nl
Director Export Division
Maurice Steijn
msteijn@bolidt.com
T +31 (0)78 6845444

For visits to the
Bolidt Innovation Center:
Looking to engage with Bolidt in an
informal way? Connect with us on
social media:

Bolidt Innovation Center
experience@bolidt.com
T +31 (0)78 684 54 44
www.bolidtinnovationcenter.com

Join our specialists on Linkedin
Follow us on Instagram
Subscribe to us on Youtube
Like us on Facebook

Correspondence
P.O.Box 131
3340 AC Hendrik-Ido-Ambacht
The Netherlands
info@bolidt.com
T +31 (0)78 684 54 44
www.bolidt.com
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